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, rs c 11 University Alma Mater Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; 
As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. 
C. E. and James Haworth
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Today's Ceremony 
Welcome to Marshall University on this day of special recognition of our candidates 
for graduation. We hope you will find these ceremonies - a culmination of the efforts 
of faculty, staff, our students and their families - both meaningful and impressive. 
While awaiting the start of the ceremonies, you may wish to read the historical notes 
on West Virginia's oldest university on the following pages. There is also a brief descrip­
tion and picture of The Grand Mace. The narration on academic heraldry will detail 
the significance of the costumes worn by the participants in today's ceremony. 
The exercises begin with the traditional entry procession of the candidates for degrees. 
The degree candidates will be followed by representatives of the faculty and administra­
tion. The platform party consisting of the Academic Deans, Honorary Degree recipients, 
special guests of the President and the President of the University are led to the platform 
by the Chief Faculty Marshal, a distinguished member of the faculty, bearing The Grand 
Mace. The placing of The Grand Mace on the platform signifies the solemnity of the 
occasion and officially denotes the opening of the ceremonies. 
The University requests that in keeping with the formality of the occasion, once the 
procession begins, please do not move onto the floor during the ceremony. When the 
President closes the ceremonies following the conferring of all degrees, the audience is 
asked to rise for the traditional singing of the Alma Mater. The audience is requested to 
be seated following the Alma Mater till the platform party and faculty have recessed. 
Once again, welcome to the One-Hundred Seventy-First Commencement Exercises 
of Marshall University. Enjoy this day of academic celebration with the Marshall Family 
of faculty, staff and students. 
Academic Procession 
Candidates for Doctoral Degree 
Candidates for Master Degree 
Candidates for Bachelor Degree 
Candidates for Associate Degree 
Assistant Chief Faculty Marshals 
Members of the Faculty 
Chief Faculty Marshal 
Commencement Officials 
Commencement Officials 
Prof. Jacqueline Agesa 
Prof. Daniel Holbrook 
Prof. Gary Anderson 
Prof. Peggy Baden 
Prof. Robert Barnett 
Prof. Kathryn Chezik 
Prof. Roger Adkins 
Prof. Elizabeth Alexander 
Prof. Martin Amerikaner 
Prof. Robert Angel 
Prof. Steven Banks 
Prof. Michael Brookshire 
Chief Marshal: 
Professor Simon 0. Perry 
Assistant Chief Marshals: 
Professor Bonita Lawrence 
Professor David Mallory 
Prof. David Cusick 
Prof. Teresa Eagle 
Prof. Rebecca Johnson 
Prof. Chong Kim 
Prof. Maria Carmen-Riddle 
Prof. Ralph Oberly Chief Usher: 
Professor Loren Wenzel 
Assistant Chief Ushers: 
Professor Thomas Klein 
Professor Kathy Seelinger 
Professor Gary Saunders 
Prof. Bob Brown 
Prof. Tina Cartwright 
Prof. Carl Johnson 
Prof. Karen McComas 
Prof. Caroline Perkins 
Prof. Jean Price 
Readers: 
Prof. Le Vene Olson 
Prof. Leslie Petteys 
Prof. Linda Spatig 
Prof. Allan Stem 
Prof. Edmund Taft 
Prof. Philip Rutsohn 
Prof. Dale Shao 
Prof. Charles Stivason 
Prof. Uday Tate 
Prof. Rick Weible 
Prof. Allen Wilkins 
Prof. Robert Edmunds, Prof. Cicero Fain, Prof. Judith Silver, and Prof. Harlan Smith 
Disclaimer: 
The list of May degree candidates in this program is tentative and is based on the anticipated 
successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 2007-2008. This document 
should not be taken as an official record that degrees have or have not been awarded May candidates. 3 
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The 171st Commencement Program 
President Stephen]. Kopp, Ph.D. Presiding Precommencement Concert 
Marshall University Commencement Band 
Associate Professor Steven R. Barnett, M.M., Conducting Processional - Ceremonial Marches National Anthem ................................................................................................................. Kristen A. Pino 
Bachelor's Degree Candidate lnvocation ................................................................................................................ A. Stan Maynard, Ph.D. 
Professor of Education Introduction of Guests ........................................................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. 
President Board of Governors Greetings ................................................................................... A. Michael Perry, J .D. 
Past Chair, Marshall University Board of Governors Introduction of the Commencement Speaker ........................................................ Stephen). Kopp, Ph.D. 
President Commencement Address ................................................................................................... Earl Ray Tomblin 
Senate President-Lieutenant Governor Conferring of the Honorary Degrees 
Candidates presented by .............................................................................. Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. 
President 
Candidates hooded by ............................................................................... Sarah N. Denman, Ed.D. 
Provost and Senior Vice President 
Joan Meyer Weisberg - Doctor of Humane Letters 
Arthur Weisberg - Doctor of Humane Letters 
Earl Ray Tomblin - Doctor of Laws Recognition of Honored Faculty ............................................................................. Larry W. Stickler, D.M. 
Faculty Senate President Recognition of Graduates Earning Academic Honors ........................................ Sarah N. Denman, Ed.D. 
Provost and Senior Vice President 
Presentation of Marshall University Doctoral Degree Candidates 
Doctor of Education Degree Candidates presented by Dean Rudy D. Pauley 
Doctor of Philosophy Degree Candidates presented by Dean Leonard J. Deutsch 
Doctor of Psychology Degree Candidates presented by Dean Leonard J. Deutsch Conferring of Marshall University Doctoral Degrees Presentation of Doctoral Diplomas and Investiture of Academic Hoods Presentation and Conferring of West Virginia University Institute of Technology,Marshall University Cooperative Degree ...................................... Edward L. Robinson 
Chairman, West Virginia University Institute of Technology Board of Advisors Presentation of Marshall University Master's, Bachelor's, and Associate's Degrees Candidates for the Master's Degrees 
Graduate College presented by Dean Leonard J. Deutsch Candidates for the Bachelor's and Associate's Degrees 
College of Education and Human Services presented by Dean Rosalyn A. Templeton 
College of Liberal Arts presented by Dean Donna J. Spindel 
College of Business presented by Dean Paul J. Uselding 
College of Science presented by Dean Wayne Elmore 
School ofJournalism and Mass Communications presented by Dean Corley E Dennison 
College of Fine Arts presented by Dean Donald L. Van Horn 
College of Health Professions presented by Dean Shortie McKinney 
College of Information Technology and Engineering presented by Dean Tony Szwilski 
Regents Bachelor of Arts presented by Associate Vice President of Academic Affairs 
Frances S. Hensley Conferring of Master's, Bachelor's, and Associate's Degrees Presentation of Master's, Bachelor's, and Associate's Degree Graduates Alumni Association Greetings .................................................................................... Nancy Campbell J .D. 
Marshall University Alumni Association President Closing ...................................................................................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. 
President Alma Mater ........................................................................................................................... Kristen A. Pino 
Bachelor's Degree Candidate Recessional .......................................................................................................... . Platform Party and Faculty The graduates and audience are requested to be seated following the singing of the Alma Mater and remain seated until the platform party and faculty have recessed. 
5 
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The President's Medallion and Grand Mace 
Marshall University traces its origins to the founding of the Marshall Academy in 1837. The 
Academy was named in honor of John Marshall, the fourth Chief]ustice of the United States Supreme 
Court, who died on July 6, 1835. 
The Marshall University community has taken great pride in observing the memory of our 
namesake, who has been described by modem-day biographer, Jean Edward Smith, a noted member 
of the Marshall University faculty, as the "Definer of the United States Constitution." John Marshall 
was a man for the ages in an era that brought forth greatness. Characterized by others as befitting 
Thomas Babington Macaulay's description, "He neither sought nor shunned greatness, and found 
glory only because glory lay in the plain path of duty." 
Chief Justice John Marshall served the Supreme Court in that capacity from 1801 to 1835, the 
longest serving Chief Justice in United States history. He is widely regarded as having established a 
broad interpretation of the Constitution of the United States, which established the Constitution as 
the basis of the American legal system and the "rule of law" as the law of the land. During his tenure 
as Chief Justice, the Judicial Branch of the new American government rose to a level of importance 
commensurate with that of the Executive and Legislative Branches. 
John Marshall's image is used prominently in both the Marshall University President's Medallion 
and the Grand Mace of the University. The President's Medallion is the badge of office for the 
presidency of Marshall University. It consists of a relief carving of the seal of the university, which 
features the likeness of John Marshall. It is worn by the President when he is participating in formal 
University ceremonies. 
The Grand Mace, a symbol of authority and leadership, is carried by the Chief Marshal of the Faculty at all formal University occasions and is displayed on the platform during these functions. The mace is made from a limb that fell from the Old Beech Tree in front of Old Main on the Huntington campus. The beech tree was part of the original farm on which Marshall Academy was founded, and was a campus fixture until it was toppled by a wind storm in 1987. It was believed to have been more than 300 years old and had initials and marks carved by hundreds of former Marshall students. The top of the mace consists of a gold-plated bronze casting that features, on one side, the Seal of Marshall University, and, on the other side, the Great Seal of the State of West Virginia. These features are surrounded by beech leaves and the entire casting is crested by a torch, symbolic of academic excellence. Immediately below the top casting is a four-sided section with carved symbols significant to the history of the University - the towers of Old Main, the Memorial Fountain, the seal of Marshall College, and an American bison (commonly known as a buffalo), official mascot of the institution's athletic teams. The area immediately surrounding the four carvings features small clusters of beech nuts and leaves. The center portion of the mace is carved in double-wrap ribbon, one-half inch wide. Between the gaps in the ribbon wraps are carved beech leaves descending in size. The base of the mace is protected by a gold-plated bronze casting of beech leaf clusters. The entire mace weighs about 25 pounds and is 66 inches from the top of the torch to the base. Both the President's Medallion and the Grand Mace were created in 1986 by Byron Johnson. Mr. Johnson, an honor graduate of Marshall University, is a renowned wood carver and sculptor, as well as an art teacher in the public schools. 
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Faculty with 25 or more years of 
service as of May 2008
NAME COLLEGE MU YEARS Simon Perry College of Liberal Arts 46 James Brumfield College of Science 44 Michael Comfeld College of Fine Arts 41 Charles Peele College of Science 41 John Teel College of Liberal Arts 41 Ramchandra Akkihal Lewis College of Business 40 Matthew Carlton College of Science 40 John Larson College of Science 40 William Paynter College of Education and Human Services 40 Nancy Stump College of Liberal Arts 40 Powell Toth College of Education and Human Services 40 Ronald Gain College of Science 39 Earline Allen College of Fine Arts 38 Ralph Oberly College of Science 38 William Ramsey College of Liberal Arts 38 Franklin Binder College of Science 37 Kathryn Chezik College of Health Professions 37 David C�sick College of Science 37 John McKeman College of Liberal Arts 37 Le Vene Olson College of Education and Human Services 37 Dewey Sanderson College of Science 37 Joseph Stone Lewis College of Business 37 Tony Williams College of Education and Human Services 37 Elaine Baker College of Liberal Arts 36 Robert Barnett College of Education and Human Services 36 James Joy College of Science 36 Daniel Babb College of Science 35 Lisle Brown Library 35 Stephen Cupps College of Liberal Arts 35 Thomas Hankins College of Information Technology and Engineering 35 Clayton McNeamey College of Liberal Arts 35 Dan Evans College of Science 34 Michael Little College of Science 34 William McDowell College of Education and Human Services 34 Michael Burton College of Education and Human Services 33 Ronald Childress College of t'.ducation and Human Services 33 Barbara Guyer College of Education and Human Services 33 Carl Johnson College of Education and Human Services 33 Steven Mewaldt College of Liberal Arts 33 Sharon Wildman Library 33 Robert Angel College of Education and Human Services 32 Emmett Bowling College of Education and Human Services 32 H. Wayne Elmore College of Science 32 
NAME COLLEGE MU YEARS 
Dennis Emmett Lewis College of Business 32 
Mary Etta Hight College of Science 32 
Stephen O'Keefe College of Liberal Arts 32 
Donna Spindel College of Liberal Arts 32 
Violette Eash College of Education and Human Services 31 
Rebecca Johnson School of Journalism and Mass Communications 31 
Chong Kim Lewis College of Business 31 
Ben Miller College of Fine Arts 31 
Gerald Rubin College of Science 31 
David Stern College of Information Technology and Engineering 31 
Robert Wilson College of Liberal Arts 31 
John Hubbard College of Science 30 
Janet Dooley School of Journalism and Mass Communications 29 
Marc Lindberg College of Liberal Arts 29 
Ronald Martino College of Science 29 
Terrence McQueeny College of Liberal Arts 29 
Clara Reese College of Education and Human Services 29 
Roger Adkins Lewis College of Business 28 
Philip Carter College of Health Professions 28 
Arthur Maynard College of Education and Human Services 28 
Karen Mitchell College of Science 28 
Nicola Orsini College of Science 28 
Robert Sawrey College of Liberal Arts 28 
Joseph Wyatt College of Liberal Arts 28 
Gary-Anderson College of Science 27 
Bob Brown Lewis College of Business 27 
Christopher Dolmetsch College of Liberal Arts 27 
Robert Edmunds College of Liberal Arts 27 
Diana Stotts College of Health Professions 27 
John Vielkind College of Liberal Arts 27 
Margaret Brown College of Liberal Arts 26 
Linda Dobbs College of Fine Arts 26 
Maria Riddel College of Liberal Arts 26 
Steven Banks College of Education and Human Services 25 
Lee Erickson College of Liberal Arts 25 
Nicholas Freidin College of Liberal Arts 25 
Jody Gottlieb College of Health Professions 25 
Donald Hall College of Education and Human Services 25 
Shirley Lumpkin College of Liberal Arts 25 
Beverly Marchant College of Fine Arts 25 
KurtOlmosk Lewis College of Business 25 
James Riemer College of Liberal Arts 25 
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Recognition of Honored Faculty Retiring Faculty 
Gary Anderson Professor Chemistry 
Elaine Baker Professor Psychology 
C. Robert Barnett Professor Exercise Science, Sport & Recreation 
W. Blaker Bolling Professor Management & Marketing 
Don Stephen Cupps Associate Professor Political Science @ MUGC 
Robert Edmunds Professor Communication Studies 
T homas E. Ellis Professor Psychology 
Pamela W. Ford Professor/Librarian III University Libraries 
Robert Forget Associate Professor Accountancy & Legal Environment 
Ron Gain Professor Biological Science 
Mary Etta Hight Professor Biological Science 
Carl Johnson Professor School of Education 
John W. Larson Professor Chemistry 
John McKernan Professor English 
Charles Peele Professor Mathematics 
Tony Williams Professor School of Education 
Gary Wright Professor Physiology Marshall and Shirley Reynolds Outstanding Teacher Award 2007 /08 Recipient 
Evelyn Pupplo-Cody Professor Mathematics Pickens-Queen Teacher Award 2007 /08 Recipients 
Del Chrol Assistant Professor 
Phillip Rutherford Assistant Professor 
David Winter Assistant Professor 
Classics 
History 
History Charles E. Hedrick Outstanding Faculty Award 2007 /08 Recipient 
David Mills Associate Professor History Faculty Distinguished Service Award 2007 /08 Recipients 
Martin Amerikaner Professor Psychology 
Robert Barnett Professor Exercise Science, Sport & Recreation 
Kathryn Chezik Associate Professor Communication Disorders 
Ronald Barry Childress Professor School of Education 
Arthur Stanley Maynard Associate Dean School of Education 
Tony Lee Williams Professor School of Education 
Gary Wright Professor Physiology Distinguished Artists and Scholars Award 2007 /08 Recipients 
Yoram Elitsur Professor Pediatrics 
William Palmer Professor History 
Ronda Sturgill Assistant Professor Exercise Science, Sport & Recreation Faculty Merit Foundation of West Virginia, Professor of the Year 2007 
10 Montserrat Miller Associate Professor History 
Academic Heraldry The academic costumes worn in the procession of today's Commencement and at other formal University occasions trace their origins to those worn by faculty and students at medieval European universities. With only minor modifications these costumes have remained largely unchanged since the 16th century. Standards for colleges and universities in the United States were established in 1895 with the adoption of an Intercollegiate Code which specifies design and color appropriate for various degrees. As in medieval times the costumes worn on formal academic occasions denote the wearer's academic heritage. Modem academic costume consists of three parts: the gown or robe, a headpiece, and a hood. The style of the gown denotes the wearer's level of education. The baccalaureate gown is the simplest in design. Usually black, it is distinguished by a wide yoke with shirring in front and back and by open flowing sleeves which end in a point. The baccalaureate gown is worn closed. The master's gown is similar to the baccalaureate gown except that it has a closed or glove sleeve which is open at the wrist. The master's gown has no other trim and may be worn either open or closed. The doctoral gown is full flowing and has large bell shaped sleeves. It is trimmed with velvet panels down the front and has velvet chevrons on the sleeves. While black is still the predominate color for doctoral gowns, the trim may be in a color which denotes the wearer's discipline or the color of the gown may denote the wearer's university. The mortar board is the headpiece most often worn at American universities for formal occasions. It is appropriately worn with the board flat on the top of the head and with the tassel falling from the left quarter of the board. Tassel colors usually denote the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned. Doctoral tassels are often gold. The soft velvet Tudor cap is also worn by many who hold the doctorate. While the gown and headpiece denote the wearer's level of education, it is the hood which adds meaning and dimension to the academic costume. Changed little since medieval times, the hood is worn falling from the shoulders down the back of the gown in a display of vivid color. It is edged in velvet which by its color denotes the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned and it is lined in two colors of silk which represents the college or university from which the degree was earned. Hence the Marshall University hood is lined in green and white and edged with the appropriate discipline color. A partial listing from the Intercollegiate Code for colors signifying academic disciplines follows: Agriculture ..................................................... Maize Nursing ........................................................ Apricot Arts and Humanities ..................................... White Oratory (Speech) .................................. Silver Gray Business Administration ................................ Drab Dentistry ......................................................... Lilac Economics ................................................... Copper Education ............................................... Light Blue Engineering ................................................. Orange Fine Arts and Architecture .......................... Brown Forestry .......................................................... Russet Home Economics ....................................... Maroon Pharmacy ............................................. Olive Green Philosophy ............................................... Dark Blue Physical Education ............................... Sage Green Public Administration ....................... Peacock Blue Public Health ..................................... Salmon Pink Science ............................................ Golden Yellow Social Science .............................................. Cream Journalism ................................................. Crimson Law ................................................................ Purple Social Work ................................................. Citron Theology or Divinity ................................... Scarlet Library Science ............................................ Lemon Veterinary Science .......................................... Gray Medicine ....................................................... Green Music ................................................................ Pink At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor and associate degrees do not wear hoods. The color of the tassel on their caps indicates the level of academic excellence achieved in pursuit of their respective degrees. Bachelor degree graduates in University Honors, John Marshall Scholars and Yeager Scholars wear forest green robes. 11 
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Profile of Marshall University 
The early history of Marshall University is filled 
with colorful events and people. 
To put things in chronological perspective, 
the academic saga started in 1837 when the good 
citizens of Guyandotte and the farming country to 
the west - now the city of Huntington - decided 
they needed an annual school to provide for the 
education of their youngsters. 
Tradition records they met at the home ofJohn 
Laidley, who assumed leadership of the project and 
names the new school Marshall Academy in honor 
of his friend, the late Chief Justice John Marshall. 
They decided to locate their new school on a knoll 
known as "Maple Grove, " site of a small log building 
called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also 
had served for some time as a subscription school 
for the area. 
It wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the 
General Assembly of Virginia passed an act formally 
incorporating Marshall Academy and appointing 
Laidley and eight other men as trustees. 
On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased 
from James and Lucy Holderby the one and one-fourth 
acre lot containing their log "academy." The price: 
$40. That land is now the site of Old Main. 
The trustees proceeded to build a new two-story, brick 
building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet long, containing four 
rooms. It was completed by February, 1839. 
The first full school term was conducted in 
1838-39. In 1850, the academy and its financial 
obligations were accepted by the Conference of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, 
Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall College. 
Due to financial problems the property was sold at 
public auction in 1861. 
Ms. Salina Mason bought the land and building 
for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was a 
Confederate sympathizer and could not appear in 
court in his own behalf. For the next few years, Hite 
and his family lived in the college building. 
During at least part of the war, a small school, 
probably a subscription school, was maintained at 
the college - fulfilling a provision in the original 
deed from James Holderby which specified it was to 
be used " ... for the express purpose of an Academy 
(sic) and for no other use." The building also was 
used as a hospital during part of the conflict. 
Meanwhile, the new state of West Virginia 
had recognized the need for an institution to train 
teachers to serve the state's public schools. 
On Feb. 27, 1867, the Legislature voted approval 
of a bill establishing a "state normal school" to be 
located at Marshall College. 
In order to get the college reopened, the voters 
of Cabell County approved a property tax levy 
amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated 
funds and on Aug. 1, 1867, the school's regents 
purchased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason 
for $3,600. 
The first session of Marshall College as a state 
normal school began June 15, 1868, and lasted 
10 weeks. 
In 1905, construction was started on the final 
section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" 
segment facing the main entrance to the campus 
on Hal Greer Boulevard. With its completion, Old 
Main consisted of five sections. 
Athletics got their start at Marshall with 
the first football team being fielded in 1898. The 
Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue 
and Black, but the now-familiar Green and White 
colors had been adopted by 1904. 
In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary 
school. By 1912, the regents had added two years 
of study to the school's program, equivalent to 
the freshman and sophomore years in college. 
In 1914, President Corbly recommended that 
" ... Marshall College should be made a 'college' in 
fact as well as in official name - a degree-conferring 
institution." 
In 1920, the State Board of Education approved 
Marshall's granting of a bachelor's degree in 
education. Teachers College conferred degrees upon 
four candidates in June, 1921. 
The years ahead saw steady academic and 
physical expansion and Marshall became a 
university in 1961. Marshall has an enrollment of 
about 14,000, a full-time faculty of about 670 and 
about 340 part-time instructors. 
The small academy has become a major 
university, functioning through 13 divisions: 
Marshall University Graduate College, the College 
of Information Technology and Engineering, 
Elizabeth McDowell Lewis College of Business, 
College of Education and Human Services, College 
of Fine Arts, College of Liberal Arts, College of 
Science, Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine, 
W. Page Pitt  School  of Journalism and
Mass Communications, College of Health
Professions, University College, School of Extended
Education, and Graduate School of Education and
Professional Development.
Marshall has two major campuses - a main 
campus in Huntington and the Marshall University 
Graduate College in South Charleston - along 
with several learning centers including the Joan 
C. Edwards School of Medicine; the Marshall
Medical Center; the Learning Resource Center
in Gilbert; the Teays Valley Regional Center in
Putnam County; the Mid-Ohio Valley Center in
Point Pleasant; the Southern Mountain Center in
Logan; the Robert C. Byrd Institute for Advanced
Flexible Manufacturing, and the Public Higher
Education Center"in Beckley. 
Individual College Ceremonies College of Education and Human Services Saturday May 10, 1:00 p.m. Lewis College of Business College of Fine Arts College of Health Professions College of Information Technology & Engineering College of Liberal Arts College of Science School of Journalism & Mass Communications School of Medicine - Forensic Science Post-Graduation Ceremony - including Hooding. Cam Henderson Center Caps, gowns, and hoods required. Saturday, May 10, 1:30 p.m. Christ Temple Church 2400 Johnstown Road, Huntington, WV Undergraduate and Master's Hooding Ceremonies. Tickets are required for graduates and guests. Caps, gowns and hoods are required Saturday, May 10, Brunch - Immediately following Commencement. The Palms Century Building 314 9th Street Plaza, Huntington, WV Caps and gowns should be worn for hooding ceremony. Saturday, May 10, immediately following Commencement, Reception honoring all our graduates. Hooding ceremony at 1:00 p.m. Big Sandy Superstore Arena, Grand Ballroom Saturday, May 10, 1:00 p.m. - Graduation and Hooding Ceremony-Joan C. Edwards Performing Arts Center, Fifth Avenue between Elm Street and 17th Street. Reception following ceremony at the Memorial Student Center, Don Morris Room. Graduates are required to wear caps, gowns and hoods. Tickets are required for guest admission to the Ceremony. Saturday, May 10, 12:00 noon Reception for students and family attending Big Sandy Superstore Arena, Riverside Suite Students will be called for line up at 12:45 p.m. and must be in cap and gown for procession. Graduation ceremony will begin at 1 :00 p.m. Saturday, May 10, 1:00 p.m. Keith Albee Theatre Undergraduate and graduate ceremonies will require recipients to wear cap and gown and hood for Master's graduates. Saturday, May 10, 1:30 p.m. Smith Recital Hall, caps and gowns required. Saturday, May 10, 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Reception for graduates and parents at Forensic Science Center 13 
Shannon May Beatty Zachary Thomas Grambos Ashley Nicole Radcliffe 
Sara Elizabeth Belknap Rebekah L. Greene Amber Nicole Rainey 
Thomas James Bickerton Jessica Dawn Gregg Harry Ramnath 
Paul F. Boekell Chelsie Claire Guthrie Amanda Kaye Ramsey 
Jacquelyn Hanna Bowen Kristi Brooke Haddox Monica Ann Rayburn 
Jennifer Lynn Boyd Angela Marie Hager Joshua David Richardson 
Jennifer D. Branson Nathaniel Dale Hall Lindsey A. Riggs 
Nicole L. Brookover Samantha June Hamrick Leigh Allison Ripley 
Nathan]. Broslawsky Parrish Edward Harless Shareen Lee Roach 
Matthew Lee Brotsky Yvette E. Harrah Raymond Scott Scarberry 
Chelsea Lynn Brown Lisa Ann Heinzeroth Joel Joyce-Jolyn Schoolcraft 
Heather Marie Butts Marsha Lynne Hofmann Amy Lynn Scieszka 
Brian Keith Casto Candice Michelle Holley Margaret Jean Sears 
Laura Ellen Casto Sarah Elizabeth Horton Randi M. Shirk 
Andrew G. Chiles Marc Thomas Houvouras Jacqueline Suzanne Sias 
Brianna Elizabeth Chinn Jindalay Garnett Hughes Andrew John Scott Sikula 
Brandon Michael Cline Amy Michelle Isble Marissa Ellen Slack 
Rachel Nicole Coffman Kelly Nichole Jackson Suzanne Leigh Smith 
Andrew Philip Colegrove Christina Marie Jarvis Sean Russell Sovine 
Scott Edward Collier Nicola William Karle April Ann Steinbrecher 
Joseph Adam Collins Alexandrea Blake Kellermeyer Amanda Lee Stevens 
Gerald Lawrence Paul Comer David Michael Kendall Laura Morris Stevens 
Katherine Christine Conter Cassandra Dawn Kimball Paul Edward Stokes 
Amanda Brooke Cooper Jennifer Elizabeth Kimmel Cody Ray Sturgill 
Tara Dawn Cooper Amanda Carole Kincaid Kelli Renee Summerfield 
Zachary Clark Cowan Matthew Ryan Lambert Shannon Renee Summers 
Kenneth Brandon Daniels Victoria Joyce Landgrave Jason Ryan Talerico 
Steven Curtis Davis Mallory Anne Lazell Kayleigh Brooke Thomas 
Andrew Seth Dawson Jacqueline Lee Lickliter Laura Geanine Thompson 
Nicholas Aaron Dean Caleb Shay Litchfield Thomas Caleb Thurman 
Patrick Ryan Deming Donna Gail Losey Rachel Elaine Tucker 
Brandy Shannon Dempsey Barrett Wesley Lynch Lena Danielle Tudor 
LeAnn Marie Dickens Sijia Ma Leah Nicole Turley 
Brea Sue Dill David A. Marshall Alisha Catherine Vare 
Autumn Rae Dippolito Emily Louise Mason Jennifer Marie Vassiliou 
Brett Matthew Doeffinger LynnH. Mays Amanda E. Vaughan 
Kyle Jacob Dyer Phillip Lee McCabe Donnice Francesca Wagoner 
Jennifer Dawn Edens Yuri Hayden McCoy Johnny George Walker 
Randy David Ellis Joshua Lance McKeever Meghan Nichole Ward 
Mittra D. Esmaeili William Garrison Messer Emily Beth Warder 
Lisa Ann Estes Natalie Kay Meyers Michael William Warren 
Krista Lynn Faber Mark Christopher Miller Alissa Dyan Watts 
Eric Grant Fannin Tessa Y. Morrison Amanda Jean Waugaman 
Zachary Tristan Ferrell William Shane Mullen Mallory Ann Weaver 
Whitney Lee Finley Rebecca Marie Murphy Jerry Ray White 
Nicholas Bradley Fletcher Charles Richard Reece Neale Kylee C. Wiblin 
Jennifer Ann Fogus Mikia Amel Neghmouche Zachary Martin Williams 
Anna Michele Forren Joshua Daniel Nunley Brianne Rae Willis 
Lindsey Anne Foster Kenneth David Oxley Jessica Dawn Wilson 
Sandra Olean Frame Kacy Maureen Polk Stacey Nicole Wilson 
Jesse D. Frederick Daniel J. Poole Jeffrey Alan Wiseman 
Cassandra Leigh Full Ashley Priscilla Poore Whitney Allyse Wolejko 
Traci Nicole Girondo Michael Jayson Price Billy J. Wright 
Brittany Nicole Goff Dominique Joyelle Pride Stephanie Anne Wright 
Nicole Dawn Good Joy Elizabeth Pyles Caitlin Marie Yahr 
J illeyn Gabrielle Gore 15 
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Cum Laude 
Red Cord & Red Tassel 
These students have attained 
an over-all academic average of 
3.30 to 3.59. 
Heather Dawn Adkins 
Shawn Michael Adkins 
Amber Lee Aiken 
Matthew Jerome Altobello 
Minna Aminzadeh-Jouyomi 
Erik James Anderson 
Sara D. Anderson 
Stacy Michelle Atkins 
Mary Beth Baldwin 
Caroline Elizabeth Banks 
Brenton Jay Barnette 
Julia Marie Basedow 
Laura Curry Bays 
Robert B. Beals 
Stacey Renee Beane 
April L. Belk 
Cameron Crawford Berger 
Kelly-Anne Billingy 
Kate Elizabeth Black 
Andrew Bryant Blain 
Lauren Rebekah Blankenship 
Meghan Rose Bloomquist 
Sarah Ruth Board 
Blair Ashley Bocook 
Joanna Marie Bokovitz 
Kenneth R. Booth 
Caleb Zachariah Bradberry 
Elizabeth A. Bridges 
Jessica Anne Bright 
Jessica E. Briscoe 
Trina Kay Brobst 
Barbara Ann Brown 
Adam Nathaniel Brumfield 
Christina Sipos Brumfield 
Ann Elaine Bryant 
Abigail Price Bullard 
Brendon Joseph Bump 
Heather Aleece Burchett 
Stephen Thomas Burr 
Leah L. Burris 
Amanda Taylor Campbell 
Nathan Cory Campbell 
Michelle Lyn Captain 
Amber Renee Carmichael 
Justin David Carpenter 
Valerie Ann Carte 
Leah Nichole Charles 
Kristin Diane Chesser 
Amber Marie Churchill 
Stephanie Lou Circle 
Caroline Hoback Clark 
Michael Paul Clark 
Ryan Kay Clarkson 
Kaylyn St. Clair Cole 
Ashley Dawn Coleman 
Charles Edward Coleman 
Bridget Nicole Connard 
Kimberly R. Copley 
Gwendolyn Denise Cornwell 
Rochelle M. Cotton 
Jason D. Cox 
Robert Eric Crockett 
Rebecca Garrett Cyrus 
Cassandra Nicole Davis 
Charles Ryan Davis 
.Lora M. Dawson 
Amanda Marie Dempsey 
Aubrey Lewis Dickerson 
Emily Elizabeth Diederich 
Ashley Danielle Dills 
Kara Elizabeth Dills 
Brody Jordan Oisbennett 
Carrie Ann Donall 
Cory Benjamin Donohoo 
Megan Paige Dotson 
Amy Elizabeth Drake 
Jennifer Shawnee Duckworth 
Leslie Ann Edwards 
Cade Adam Elkins 
Brian Dustin Elliott 
Andrew Evan Engle 
Travis Michael Epling 
John B. Espy 
Ashleigh Snowden Estep 
Jordan Elizabeth Farley 
Brynne Carter Ferguson 
Sylvia Virginia Ferrell 
Lori Katherine Fisher 
Ajah Marissa Daniell Fitzpat­
rick 
Brad Patrick Fitzwater 
Travis Zane Forshee 
Andrew Thurman Foster 
Daniel B. Frank 
Krista Lee Frye 
Lora Jane Gabel 
Stephanie Michelle Galuk 
Krista Rochelle Gibson 
Miriah Catherine Gillispie 
Andrea Rhonai Gilman 
Amy Kalb Goff 
Kahla Nichole Gress 
Johanna Marie Griffith 
Regina Louise Guzzo 
Derek James Hagen 
Janette Marie Hagley 
Lacey Jo Hall 
Andrew Hunter Hammack 
Brian Keith Hammontree 
Roy R. Harmon 
Benjamin Lloyd Harrison 
Joshua Daniel Harshbarger 
Abigail Rose Harter 
Alaina Nicole Harvey 
Matthew Joseph Haught 
Rebekah Ashley Hay 
Christopher Steven Heck 
Katherine Marie Henderson 
Nathaniel Thomas Henderson 
Rachel Kathryn Henderson 
Sylvia R. Hendrickson 
Amanda Kay Hively 
Deanna Mae Holderby 
Elaine Marie Holliday 
Kathryn Elizabeth Hopkins 
Megan Danielle Howard 
Jessi Leigh Huffman 
Eric Scott Hughart 
Shana Rena Hughes 
Ashley Nicole Hull 
Justin Morgan Hunter 
Nafeeza Hussain 
Jessica S. lmperio 
Shintaro Inagaki 
Garrett Franklin Jagtiani 
John Tanner James 
Cassandra Marie Jeffers 
Gena Louise Jeffers 
Adam Christopher Johnson 
Lisa A. Johnson 
Quentin A. Johnston 
Daniel K. Jonas 
Claire Elizabeth Jones 
David Adam Jones 
Megan Denise Jude 
Jillean Leigh Justice 
Tricia Leigh Kangisser 
Brandon J. Katzeff 
April Marie Kees 
Mary E. Kelley 
Steve Allen Kelley 
Brad S. Kennedy 
Stephanie Marie Kesler 
Sarah Jeanette Kinnard 
Joseph R. Kinser 
Megan Danielle Kirk Terra Elizabeth Noffsinger Victoria Elizabeth Smith 
Sean Michael Knisely Jesse Lea Nutter Ashli Marie Spinks 
Ashraf Ahmad Kobeissi Kristen Leigh Orn Abby Nicole Starkey 
Douglas Ryan Koenig Julia Leigh O'Rourke Cassandra Leann St. Clair 
Meagan E. Kremer Elizabeth Anne Pardue Jenna Michelle Steele 
Teresa Ann Kuehne Whitney Paige Parsley Amanda Katherine Stephens 
James Edward Kuhn Reginald Patterson Rachel L. Sterbling 
Jenny L. Kyle Adam Dane Paul Kimberly Renee Stone 
Olivia Manda Lambert Casey Brooke Pauley Michael Charles Storage 
Ana Maria Lavander Kelli N. Pauley Emilee Sue Stout 
Heather Renee Legg Melissa Dawn Pemberton Jessica Brooke Stricklin 
Melinda Sue Lendon Ashley Nichole Carper Pence Angel Marie Stroud 
Shamia L-N Lewis Katharine Hartley Phillips Hillary M. Stuart 
Malissa Joanne Lowe Amanda Dawn Pingley Sarah E. Sturgill 
Sara Margaret Lucas Joshua Eric Pino Justin R. Sutherland 
Kristina Anne Lux Kristen Anne Pino Akiko Suzuki 
Amber Louise Mace Donna Dale Plybon Megan N. Tackett 
Jason Palmer Mader ChrisAnn M. Poling Amy Raeshelle Taylor 
Tammy Lynn Mahar Ashley Michelle Porter Sarah Elizabeth Terry 
Curtis A. Mann Jessica Elaine Prater Evan Lee T homas 
Bethany Lee Marcum Jeffrey S. Pratt Malea Joy T homas 
Sarah Elizabeth Marcum Randi Lynn Rayman Devon Anne Tivener 
Amanda Renee Martin Joanna N. Raynes Ashley Jaunta Townsend 
Lisa R. Mathis Kelly Michelle Reffitt T hao Thanh Tran 
Taeko Matsumoto Christopher Allen Rexrode Karl Anthony Truitt 
Brian Richard Maxey Joshua Ray Richards Kody T homas Tuttle 
Krystal Suzanne Mayville Adam Shawn Riffle Jenna Lee Twigg 
Wesley McClanahan Jennifer Martin Riley James O. Valleau 
T homas James McCool Patrick Joseph Riley Garrett Patrick Wageman 
Daniel Ray McCord Jennifer Nicole Ring Amy Beth Wakefield 
Christopher Todd McDerment Amy Michelle Roberts Emily Danielle Walker 
Kristen Rene McKee David Lee Robinson Sarah Elizabeth Watts 
Sarah R. Meadows Jalicia Candice Ross Victoria D. Weaver 
Curtis George Metzler Matthew Hiner Rowe Connie Arlene Weber 
Paula Marie Miller Melissa Deanne Sabin Jennifer Elizabeth Wertz 
Ryan Christopher Miller Rachel E. Sargent Lauren Elizabeth White 
Kimberly Kara Mills Ashley Jo Saunders Tiffany Desiree White 
Michael Clay Mills Tashina Marie Savilla Brea Ellen Wiles 
Kara Deann Moberley Christina Marie Scenna Kathryn Jane Willis 
Sarah Jane Morris Thomas L. Sellers Neta L. Wilmoth 
Lindsey Blair Morse Brandon Joshua Shamblin Trevor W. Wilson 
Mary Cathleen Moxley Tracy Shanklin Trudy Lynn Wiltz 
Wade Grant Murphy Jessica Nichole Sharon Katelyn Elizabeth Winkler 
Jessica Renea Musick Megan Marie Shirk Adam Christopher Withrow 
Bret Marshall Napier Shawn R. Siders Allison Christina Wolfe 
Megan Leigh Neal Donald W. Silver Valerie Anne Wolford 
Caitlin Grace Nelson William Curtis Simmons Karen Marie Worley 
Johnette Renee Nelson Kevin Ryne Simpkins Chasity Lynn Yates 
Krista Nicole Neophytou Holly K. Sivori Jennifer Grace Yeager 
Lisa Marie Nicol Angela Renae Slone Dana Lee Yeske 
Jessica D. Noel Nicholas Guy Smith Ashley Danielle Young 17 
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Associate Degree Candidates 
With High Honors Royal Blue Cord & Royal Blue Tassel 
These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.70 to 4.00 
LeEtta Rae Brillhart 
With Honors Same as above 
These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.30 to 3.69. 
Andrea Nicole Blackshire 
Ashley Elizabeth Chapman 
Korie Jo Cole 
Yordanos Berhanu Degefe 
Carla Sue Donahue 
Tera Sue Duty 
Deborah Nadine Fisher 
Margretta G. Harbour 
Chad Allen Hysell 
Alison K. Kinneer 
Ashraf Ahmad Kobeissi 
Meagan Kathleen Porter 
Krystal Jean Scott 
William Allen Warner 
Mary Blair Watts 
Breanna Nicole Whitmore 
Megan Leigh Wilson 
John R. Hall Center for Academic Excellence Erma Byrd Scholars 
Megan Cecilia Corley 
Marisa Andrea Rubio 
Alexis Victoria Stewart John Marshall Scholars 
Nora Kay Ankrom 
Jerad L. Bailey 
Aubry Tamar Bennett 
Lauren Elizabeth Bevins 
Connie Nicole Boggs 
Jennifer Lynn Boyd 
Heather Marie Butts 
Linsey Marie Cushing 
Molly E. Daniel University Honors 
Kelly Nicole Apgar 
Megan Lynn Basham 
Lauren Elizabeth Bevins 
Karen Elizabeth Bohne 
Jacquelyn Hanna Bowen 
Adrienne Marie Brown 
Heather M. Butts 
Lynette Jean Caplinger 
Megan Cecilia Corley 
Molly E. Daniel 
Nicholas A. Dean 
LeAnn Marie Dickens Yeager Scholars 
Megan Lynn Basham 
Karen Elizabeth Bohne 
Jacquelyn Hanna Bowen 
LeAnn Marie Dickens 
Ashley Renee Ezell 
Cassie L. Full 
Matthew Ryan Gajtka 
Susan Elaine Harvey 
Jindalay Garnett Hughes 
Jacqueline Lee Lickliter 
Leigh Allison Ludwig-Ripley 
Morgan P. McBee 
Ashley Renee Ezell 
Krista Lynn Faber 
Miriah Catherine Gillispie 
Susan Elaine Harvey 
Marc Thomas Houvouras 
J indalay Garnett Hughes 
Kelly Nicole Jackson 
Allison Marie Kleiner 
Joshua Aaron Lynn 
Morgan P. McBee 
Phillip Lee McCabe, II 
Kala Jean Melchiori 
Marc Thomas Houvouras 
Kelly Nicole Jackson 
Joshua Aaron Lynn 
Phillip Lee McCabe, II 
David Patrick McCullough 
Jeremy Ross Miller 
Katherine Lee Mohn 
Megan Leigh Neal 
Jodi Marie Pitsenbarger 
Alexis Victoria Stewart 
Zachary Tyler Tackett 
Jeremy Ross Miller 
Dustin Charles Mills 
Megan Lee Neal 
Lauren Mikaela Perry 
Jodi Marie Pitsenbarger 
Michael Jayson Price 
Raghav Sarkar 
Ashley Jo Saunders 
Mark Andrew Skaggs 
Paul Michael Turner 
Johnny George Walker, III 
Meghan Nichole Ward 
Michael Jayson Price 
Johnny George Walker, III 
Meghan Nichole Ward 
19 
20 Military Commissions United States Army Reserve Officer's Training Corps Battalion The following individuals will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army at Marshall University on May 10, 2008 DONOHOO, Cory B. GIBSON, Gregory WATSON, Rudy L. Infantry Corps Nurse Corps Signal Corps The following individuals will commission as Second Lieutenants in the United States Army after completion of Summer Training Camp (Warrior Forge) at Fort Lewis, Washington in August 2008. RAMEY, Christopher A. EHLERT, Adam T. Unassigned Unassigned 
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education 
and Human Services Candidates presented by Rosalyn A. Templeton, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2008 
Bachelor of Arts Jason D. Cox Darryl Bobby Jones Ka'Shawna S. Curry David Adam Jones Susanne Renee Ahrens Nessel Eilene Dalton Laura Jane Kahre Crystial Lynn Akers Clara Chantelle Damron Nicola William Karle Matthew Jerome Altobello Josh A. Dierdorff April Marie Kees Jessica Nicole Andrew Brody Jordan Disbennett Derek A. Keit Andrew John Ascienzo Cory Benjamin Donohoo Brad S. Kennedy Stacy Michelle Atkins Leslie Ann Edwards Stephanie Marie Kesler Amanda N. Baker Brian Dustin Elliott Jennifer Elizabeth Kimmel Brian Lee Ball Tyler Scott Ellis Megan Danielle Kirk Brett M. Ballengee Ashleigh Snowden Estep Teresa Ann Kuehne Robin Alexandria Baumgard Candace Marie Ferguson Scott Allen Lilly Stacey Renee Beane Michelle Annette Fisher Megan Alayne Linkinoggor Derrick Berry Lindsey Anne Foster Megan Beth Lunsford Martin Clarke Biagi Sara J. Fracasso Michael Maurice MacDonald Thomas James Bickerton William Alan Gentry Amber Louise Mace Patrick Michael Billups Robert Kenneth Gibson Curtis A. Mann Kate Elizabeth Black J illeyn Gabrielle Gore Bethany Lee Marcum Andrew Bryant Blain Kimberly Dawn Green Amanda Renee Martin Elizabeth Mae Blake Kahla Nichole Gress Brian Richard Maxey Jeremy Thomas Blatt Kristi Brooke Haddox LynnH. Mays Meghan Rose Bloomquist Lacey Jo Hall David Patrick McCullough Connie Nicole Boggs Tabatha A. Hall Sarah R. Meadows Jennifer Lynn Boyd Erica June Hardesty Natalie Kay Meyers Ashley Jacquelaine Bragg Benjamin Lloyd Harrison Kimberly Kara Mills Jennifer D. Branson Susan Elaine Harvey Michael Clay Mills Heather Dawn Buckner Jenna E. Heslop Katalyn Marie Moriarty Austin Alexander Bull Kristin L. Hinchman Brendan Holmes Murphy Valerie Ann Carte Amanda Kay Hively Jessica Renea Musick Laura Ellen Casto Marsha Lynne Hofmann Ashley Dawn Nease Mary Anne Cooke Adam Robert Hunt Caitlin Grace Nelson Rochelle M. Cotten Claire Elizabeth Jones Terra Elizabeth Noffsinger 21 
22 
Chelsea Ann O'Bruba John David O'Donnell Julie R. Patrick Melissa Dawn Pemberton ChrisAnn M. Poling Jessica Noel Preece Monica Ann Rayburn Randi Lynn Rayman Joanna N. Raynes Amber Nicole Richard Joshua David Richardson Roy Robert Richmond, IV Adam Shawn Riffle Jennifer Nicole Ring Vanessa Anne Rogers Hunter Zane Roush Kari Ann Runyon Ashley Erin Rush Tammy Dean Salmons Kristina Nicole Salyers Joshua David Sammons Tiffany Marie Sargent Jason Lee Schaperjohn Amanda Marie Schweinfest Victor H. Shephard Nicholas Guy Smith Steven K. Speakman Stephen K. Staker Jessica Leigh Stastny Rachael L. Sterbling Erica W. Stone Emilee Sue Stout Shannon Renee Summers Megan Nicole Tackett Cortney B. Toppings Amber Michelle Tyree Amanda E. Vaughan Amy Beth Wakefield Kessa Megan Wallbrown Michael William Warren Erica Lynn Watts Sarah Elizabeth Watts Connie Arlene Weber Donna G. White Kathryn Jane Willis Jessica Dawn Wilson Ryland Douglas Wilson Adam Christopher Withrow Valerie Anne Wolford Brandi Michelle Zeigler 
Degrees Granted December 11, 2007 Bachelor of Arts Johnny Ray Dempsey Rebecca Marie Murphy Kyle Patrick Dennis Audra Lee Murray Minna Aminzadeh-Jouyomi Amanda Florence Endicott Brett Marshall Napier Jessica Ann Baker John B. Espy Alex Ryan Ohneck William Leo Berry Jonathan Edward Farley Kristen Leigh Orn Anthony James Binswanger Jordan Elizabeth Farley Kelli N. Pauley Stephanie C. Black Adam Blake Feazell Jordan D. Phillips Daniel Naylor Blackstock John C. Fields Amanda Dawn Pingley Lauren Rebekah Blankenship Janessa Marie Freeman Kacy Maureen Polk Robert Kyle Blethen Lora Jane Gabel Ashley Priscilla Poore Joanna Marie Bokovitz Jennifer Lynn Gooch Robert Joseph Ray Nicole L. Brookover Rebekah L. Greene Amy Michelle Roberts Abigail Price Bullard Barry Scott Grimmett Brett A. Sanders Meghan Kathleen Burkey Janette Marie Hagley Joel Joyce-Jolyn Schoolcraft Ashley Renee Burris Nathaniel Dale Hall Thomas L. Sellers Jonathan David Campbell Nathan Robert Hallett Brian R. Sp.ope Brian Keith Casto Sylvia R. Hendrickson Angela Renae Slone Kristin Diane Chesser Lauren Ashley Hinchman Rebecca Jean Slone Brianna Elizabeth Chinn Deanna Mae Holderby Suzanne Leigh Smith Brian Craig Chrisman Callie Virginia Huff Ashli Marie Spinks Amber Marie Churchill Alexandrea Blake Kellermeyer Amanda Katherine Stephens Derek Steven Cochran Alethea M. Kister Brandi N. Stoler Gregory Dale Colegrove Victoria Joyce Landgrave Angel Marie Stroud Gerald Lawrence Paul Comer Shawn Michael Lauzon Daniel C. Teters Amanda Brooke Cooper Kathyrn Diane Lynn Karrie Lynn Thomas Matthew Michael Couch Matthew Allen McBride Joanna Marie Thornburgh Erin Rene Crouch Wesley McClanahan Jenna Lee Twigg Kristin E. Cyrus Christopher Todd McDerment Kara L. Ward Ashley Danielle Dalton Tiffany Dawn Mellace Shawn Patrick Warren Erin Marie DeCarlo Samantha Michelle Messenger Shayna M. Webb Michael V. Dell'Accio Christopher R. Miller Lauren Elizabeth White Amanda Marie Dempsey Bernard R. Morris Kevin R.Whited 
Luther Marvin Whitted 
Brea Ellen Wiles 
Alison Nicole Workman 
Caitlin Marie Yahr 
Jeffrey Scott Zirkle 
Bachelor of Science 
Brian Heath Dalton 
Jacob E. Joseph 
Patrick Corey Lynn 
Billy J. Wright 
Matthew E. Wright 
Degrees Granted August 10, 2007 
Bachelor of Arts 
Takayuki Aizawa 
Daniel H. Beirne 
Chantz Ashby Breeden 
Brendon Joseph Bump 
Daniel Lawrence Caraway 
Cara R. Davison 
Patrick Ryan Deming 
Bachelor of Science 
Nathan Randall Blevins 
Jan Stivers Dzierzak 
Brian Matthew Knippelmeyer 
Joshua Ray Richards 
Stephen Jon-Patrick Woodard 
Autumn Rae Dippolito 
Robert William Ellis 
Timothy Lamont Green 
Robert Gadd Grounds, Jr. 
Derek James Hagen 
Abigail Rose Harter 
Rachel Kathryn Henderson 
Gavin D. Herscher 
Stacy Elizabeth Jarvis 
Degrees Granted July 6, 2007 
Bachelor of Arts 
Zachery Mark Arrowood 
Michelle Lyn Captain 
Corey Joseph Eld 
Marcus Robert Fitzgerald 
Andrew S. Hedrick 
Abraham John Huff 
Sarah Christine Jones 
Jennifer Grace Yeager 
Kathryn Allison Lee 
Tammy Lynn Mahar 
David A. Marshall 
Jessica A. McCoy 
Travis Clay Persinger 
Evan Lee Thoman 
Griffin Anne Wild 
Dana Lee Yeske 
Ill 
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24 College of Liberal Arts Candidates presented by Donna Spindel, Dean Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2008 Bachelor of Arts Andrew Patrick Adkins Christopher Ryan Adkins Heather Dawn Adkins Jennie Rae Adkins Russell J. Allen Todd Preston Amick Jessica Diane Amos Nora Kay Ankrom Mary Beth Baldwin Anthony Ryan Barath Julia Marie Basedow Megan Lynn Basham Robert B. Beals Sara Elizabeth Belknap Charles Stacy Berger Rachel Nicole Blankenship Karen Elizabeth Bohne Dana Marie Boso Elizabeth Ann Bridges Jean Francois Bro Grebe Adrienne Marie Brown Chelsea Lynn Brown Ann Elaine Bryant Shana L. Caldwell Tiffany Nicole Caldwell Janean Cara Cantwell Amber Renee Carmichael Alana J. Carney Andrew G. Chiles Derek Andrew Clark Charles Edward Coleman Joseph Adam Collins Bridget Nicole Connard Megan C. Corley Kayla Lynn Cuppy Thomas Luther Curnutte David Bruce Curry Molly E. Daniel Emily Joan Davidson Jennifer Jane Davis Tamra L. Delong Chris M. Deaterla Aubrey Lewis Dickerson, II Kara Elizabeth Dills Jessica Rhea Durbin Cade Adam Elkins Andrew Evan Engle Douglas Michael Evans Krista Lynn Faber Eric Grant Fannin Zachary Tristan Ferrell Ajah Marissa Daniell Fitzpatrick Andrea Marie Ford Anna Michele Forren Travis Zane Forshee James Caleb Frame Sandra Olean Frame Megan Elizabeth Gillespie Nicole Dawn Good Erik Goossen Johanna Marie Griffith Erin Elizabeth Grinnan Christina Marie Guillen Ralph Joseph Hagy William Zachary Hampton Erika Michele Hankins Michaela Mae Hanna Ian Shawn Hardesty Sarah Elizabeth Haught Elizabeth Marie Hensley-Hol­liday Craig Hettlinger Kelli Louise Hively Kathryn Elizabeth Hopkins Kelsey Cristan Horne Eric Scott Hughart Amber Dawn Humphrey Kelly Nichole Jackson Garrett Franklin J agtiani Jacob Jeremiah Johnson Amber Brooke Julian Tricia Leigh Kangisser Ryan Heath Keefer Walter L. Key Joseph Raymond Kinser Allison Marie Kleiner David Richard Kluemper Natalie N. Koerber Amanda Marie Koncelik Meagan E. Kremer Jenny L. Kyle Matthew Ryan Lambert Olivia Manda Lambert Ana Maria Lavander ]aide-Anneliese Maria Lawrence Kelli Dawn Layne William Matthew Lovern Joshua Aaron Lynn Sijia Ma Steven Duane Mace John Leonard Maddy Kai Dominique Martin Emily Louise Mason Lisa R. Mathis Sydney Rae McCallister Paul William McCalop Joseph Frank McClendon Kevin Ryan McCoy Caroline Miles McDaniel Stephanie D. McDonie Terri Michelle Meadows Kala Jean Melchiori Joseph Jerome Merkel William Thad Merriman William Garrison Messer Ashley N. Messinger Amanda B. Miller Jeremy Ross Miller Paula Marie Miller Ryan Christopher Miller Dustin Charles Mills Christa G. Moore James Michael Moore Sarah Susan Morgan William Shane Mullen Krista Nicole Neophytou Tara Dawn Null Clinton Mark Nuzum Kenneth David Oxley Timothy Scott Pauley Anita Marie Payne Sherri Renee Pennington Kristin Nicole Perry Lauren Mikaela Perry Jessica Lynn Pitzer Jonathan Michael Pitzer 
Lindsey Alexandra Price 
Emily Faith Reuschel 
Kelly Nicole Riddell 
Mindy Ann Rinehart 
Rachel Ann Roush 
Amanda M. Rowe 
Matthew Hiner Rowe 
Michaela Christine Sceli 
Christina Marie Scenna 
Jeremy Phillip Schulte 
Megan Marie Shirk 
Megan Jane Shoub 
John Skeans 
Drew Douglas Smith 
Victoria Elizabeth Smith 
Johnna Natasha Spaulding 
Amanda Layne Stephens 
Andrew Newman Stephens 
Amanda Lee Stevens 
Amy Raeshelle Taylor 
Ashley Nicole Taylor 
Sarah Danielle Taylor 
Sarah Elizabeth Terry 
Nicholas Ryan Thompson 
Myranda Jo Toothman 
Ashley Jaunta Townsend 
Rebecca Evonne Troisi 
Lena Danielle Tudor 
Paul Michael Turner 
Mary Elizabeth Vance 
Donnice Francesca Wagoner 
Brittany K. Walter 
Jamie Kristen Ward 
Emily Beth Warder 
Taylor Zachary Watford 
AmandaJean Waugaman 
Victoria D. Weaver 
Cassandra S. Webb 
Virgilia Lee Wheeler 
Joshua Ryan White 
Tiffany Desiree White 
Logan A. Whitty 
Jaymi Danielle Williams 
Neta L. Wilmoth 
Stacey Nicole Wilson 
Katelyn Elizabeth Winkler 
Jeffrey Alan Wiseman 
Ashley Danielle Young 
Damica Joy Young 
Evan Chandler Young 
Degrees Granted December 11, 2007 
Bachelor of Arts 
Aubry Tamar Bennett 
Cameron Crawford Berger 
Brett Joseph Biggica 
Sarah Ruth Board 
Christina Micah Canady 
Christopher Lee Clagg 
Steven Tyler Cline 
Laura Ashley Craig 
Jared Andrew Cremeans 
John M. Daniele 
Matthew John Davis 
Alexia Jacquette Denson 
Mandy Renee Edwards 
Cain Jefferson Elkins 
Jared Lee Eren 
Ryan Thomas Faulkner 
Erin Elizabeth Felton 
Whitney B. Fewell 
John Peyton Frazier 
Cassandra Leigh Full 
Jack Robinson Furbee 
Gilberto Garza 
Jared Monroe Gillespie 
Andrea Rhonai Gilman 
Samantha June Hamrick 
Valerie Lynn Harper 
Nathaniel T homas Henderson 
Gabriel Adam Hinerman 
James H. Hodge 
Jessi Leigh Huffman 
Heidi Louise Jackson 
Amanda Dawn Jones 
Carrie Jo Karr 
Kristyn Lianne Kittle 
Shamia L. Lewis 
Amanda Reagan Lobach 
Dustin Eugene Lowers 
Sijia Ma 
Jamie Lea Martin 
Bliss Marie Masiarczyk 
Kelly Nicole Meadows 
Devona Mekosch 
Jessica Susan Napier 
Andrea J. Newman 
Anthony David Nichols 
Jessy R. Painter 
Mia Elaine Rucker 
Nicole Alexandra Sedlak 
William Curtis Simmons 
Dustin Michael Simpson 
Paul Matthew Skeens 
Mariah Caitlin Smith 
Andrew R. Snider 
Joshua David Spence 
Lindsey Alyn Thacker 
Elizabeth P. Vadney 
Alisha Catherine Vare 
Harley D. Walden 
Kate Michael Walther 
William Andrew Watson 
Richard Scott Watts 
Kimberly Ann White 
Tyler James Wilkins 
James Barry Williams 
Michael Jacob Woelfel 
Andrew Joseph Woolwine 
Wesley Michael Wright 
Jarod Wayne Zelaska 
25 
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Degrees Granted August 10, 2007 Bachelor of Arts 
Aaron C. Adkins 
Megan Kathleen Baisden 
Tara Allison Barron 
Blair Ashley Bocook 
Kristen Marie Bolian 
Laura R. Childers 
Mittra D. Esmaeili 
Mark Ryan Henderson 
Sarah Virginia Jordan 
Stephanie Dane'e King 
Todd Andrew Kirby 
Emily E. O'Connell 
Angela Evaun Orsini 
WesS. Osburn 
Degrees Granted July 6, 2007 Bachelor of Arts 
Lauren Marie Gibbs Burgess 
Ruth A. Burke 
Leah Nichole Charles 
Ashley Dawn Coleman 
Robert Eric Crockett 
Chelsie Claire Guthrie 
Courtney Lynn Hamblin 
Alaina Nicole Harvey 
Cathleen Berkley Hensley 
Ashley Renee Hubbard 
Cassandra Marie Jeffers 
Steve Allen Kelley 
Colin Jeremy Kelly 
Stephen Eric Maniskas 
Justin Beriah Porter 
Ryan Michael Posey 
Mary Emily Paul 
Lucinda Marie Pauley 
Arisu Seki 
Evan C. Sprigle 
Clarence Edward Stanfield 
Melanie Anne Wade 
Amie Dawn Wallace 
Taylor R. Saunders 
April Lynn Sleeper 
Jennifer Lorene Stillwell 
Thomas Anne Uylenbroek 
Stephen Lee Walters 
Thomas Jefferson West 
Allison Christina Wolfe 
Stephanie Anne Wright 
College of Business Candidates presented by Paul J. Uselding, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2008 Bachelor of Business Administration Nathan Clark Ackison Travis Michael Epling Justin Jerome Marcum Shawn Michael Adkins Lori Katherine Fisher Jason Dixon Marsh Jawad M. Ahmad John Brent Flint Taurean Jamal Marshall Candace Danielle Akers Andrew Thurman Foster Joshua Lance McKeever Shannon Lillian Alexander Daniel B. Frank Patrick Nathan McMullen Johnny Alfred Aliff, III Tiffany Marie Frohnapfel Mark Christopher Miller Erik James Anderson Michelle Whitney Gibbs Charles Matthew Morris Kyle David Atwood Michael Scott Goedel Jessica Lea Mosley Brenton Jay Barnette Jocelyn K. Goodall Brendan Ferrell Murphy Emily Therese Bartram Ryan Lyndon Grubb Wade Grant Murphy Laura Curry Bays Melissa Ann Hall Maeghan Jo Neal Stacy Michelle Beck Andrew Hunter Hammack Charles Richard Reece Neale Preston N. Berry Laura Elisabeth Hamrick Evan Lewis Nelson Eric Scott Bickoff Nathan Isaac Hardin Brandon Matthew Nicholson Kelly-Anne Billingy Sarah Jane Hartley Lisa Marie Nicol April Nicole Biser Matthew Richard Helm Joshua Daniel Nunley Nathaniel David Boggs McKenzie Braden Henritz Kevin Christopher Oakley Trina Kay Brobst Mark Christopher Hesson Jack Gabrial Olshan Matthew Lee Brotsky Trevor Patrick Hill Elizabeth Anne Pardue Christina Sipos Brumfield Stephen L. Hissom Matthew E. Parkhurst Heather Aleece Burchett Emilee Joi Wilson Hively Elizabeth Ashley Patterson Stephen Thomas Burr Andrew Ryan Hogan Adrien Kathleen Pikarsky Christopher Allan Buskirk Mark David Holloway Ashley Nicole Radcliffe Darell A. Cabarrus Berkley C. Hughes Andrew Richard Ramell Amber Dawn Calhoun Ashley Nicole Hull Harry Ramnath Adam Ray Canterbury Ashley Marie Hurley Amanda Kaye Ramsey Lynette J. Caplinger John Alexander Inman Laurie Suzanne Reeder Devin J. Casey Christopher Allen Juliano Cynthia Elaine Reid Cassandra Leigh Chapman John Charles Kelly Zachary Scott Romano Stephanie Lou Circle Cassie Jo Kimble Tiffany LeeAnn Ross Brandon Michael Cline Amanda Carole Kincaid Matthew Wayne Rucker Joseph Garrett Conaway Jessica Walden King Jolaina Rachelle Russell Cienna Nichole Conley Douglas Ryan Koenig Heather Rene Sadler Robert Zachary Corbin Jennifer Ann Kraft Meagan Smith Samis Gwendolyn Denise Cornwell Adam Nicholas Kuhr Keith Donald Schilling Zachary Clark Cowan Jennifer Lynn Landers Michael Ray Schneider Brittany Nicole Csonka Melissa Ann Lauer Ashley Nicole Scott Andrew Seth Dawson Melinda Sue Lendon Tracy Lee Sears Jared M. Dille Rachel Beth Lewis Brandon Joshua Shamblin Rebecca Michelle Dixon Lisa Ann Lockhart Shawn R. Siders Carrie Ann Donall Danny Ray Lowery Andrew John Scott Sikula, IV Sabrina Nicole Dotson Dan Feng Lu Erika Nicole Simpson Kyle Lamont Echols Sara Margaret Lucas Holly K. Sivori Jacob Thomas Eddins Brian Alan Mann Melissa Dawn Smith 27 
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Cassandra Leann St. Clair Sheena Nicole Stacy Kaitlin Elizabeth Stone Robert Edward Stout Jessica Brooke Stricklin Allison Marie Strong Monica Hay Sturgill Justin R. Sutherland Jason Ryan Talerico Bradley Allan Taliaferro Kayleigh Brooke T homas Thao Thanh Tran Bradley Clay Valentine Daniel Brady Van Dyke Lindsey Anne Warren Bridget Hope Watters Alissa Dyan Watts Jessica Rose Weddington Kylee C. Wiblin Andrew Dean Williams Zachary Martin Williams Megan Elizabeth Withrow Whitney Allyse Wolejko Nicholas Stephen Wolle Tiffany Jade Wyatt 
Degrees Granted December 11, 2007 Bachelor of Business Administration Eric Richard Adams Stephanie Lou Hager Owen Franklin Pasley Nathan Ryan Adkins James Patrick Hammond Steven M. Perry Abdullah Saleh Aldhahri Michael T. Hardt Joshua Eric Pino John Michael Aluise Jeffrey Pahl Hayhurst Dominique Joyelle Pride Toni Y. Arnoldt Jason Ross Henry Kristen Nicole Pyles ·Jeremy Patrick Belcher Adam Ryan Hopkins Mark William Romaine April L. Belk Marc Thomas Houvouras Jalicia Candice Ross Caleb Zachariah Bradberry Megan Lea Hughes Heather Renee Rucker Drew Patrick Bryan Justin Morgan Hunter Raymond Scott Scarberry Mark Cameron Collins Nichole Rose Janick Charles Dean Scott Katherine Christine Conter Quentin A. Johnston Margaret Jean Sears Rachel Arianne Cooper Benjamin D. Keenan Randal A. Shears Brett Alexander Cross Mary E. Kelley Steven Michael Shook Taiwo Olufemi Dada Joseph M. Knight Jacqueline Suzanne Sias Heather B. Derifield James Edward Kuhn Evan Matthew Singer Michael Kimberly Diamond Phu Hoang Le Shelly Jenee Sowards Brett Matthew Doeffinger Virginia Anne Lemon Suzanna Marie Sparks Michael Patrick Doto Donna Gail Losey Abby Nicole Starkey Jennifer Shawnee Duckworth Brett Adam Maxwell Sarah Jo Stepp Abbey Jo Duplaga Donna Jeanne May Erica Lea Stone James Tyler Eddins Brent Jeffrey Maynard Kurt Thomas Swindler Brynne Carter Ferguson Brittany Nicole Mayo Sabrina Jean Tennant Tracy Elizabeth Fischer Sarah Danielle McClure Dustin Maex Ttburzi Jarred Nathaniel Ford Matthew Gregory McCumbee Brittney Shea Tracy Thomas D. Fugitt William Arthur McDermott Christopher Michael Tucker Katheryn Parrish Garrison Shandalia Sharee Meadows James 0. Valleau Ashley Nicole Gibson Alexander Ross Merritt Garrett Patrick Wageman Krista Rochelle Gibson Clinton Zack Meyers Brandon Lee Ward Jared Monroe Gillespie Kara Deann Moberley Tyler Morgan Welch Lauren Trull Goodwin Kevin Wayne Morgan Robert Sean Wiseman Nicholas Matthew Grill Jonathan Matthew O'Neal John Patton Young -
Degrees Granted August 10, 2007 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Lindsay Marie Beattie 
Kenneth Wesley Carper 
Daniel William Carte 
Allan Pernell Clark 
Caroline Hoback Clark 
Kacie Michele Dawson 
Brea Sue Dill 
Rachel Dianne Duncan 
John Christopher G. Gibson 
Andrew R. Harker 
Christopher Steven Heck 
Ryan Duncan Hill 
Adam Christopher Johnson 
Sarah Jeanette Kinnard 
Robert Kahle Lyles 
Barrett Wesley Lynch 
Thomas James McCool 
William Marshall McDaniel 
Nolan David Mullins 
Jennifer Ashley Posma 
Laura Ann Reed 
Harold Rashad Sanders 
Ashlee Nicole Webster 
Chrislynn R. Wilder 
Degrees Granted July 6, 2007 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Erin Leigh Brown 
Jay Scott Cline 
Joshua Brent Dunlap 
James Michael Ferguson 
Ryan A. Ferguson 
Brandon J. Katzeff 
Sarah Jane Morris 
Jeremy Allen Nagy 
Justin Daniel Robinson 
Jenna Lee Seckman 
Christopher George Trueman 
Emily Danielle Walker 
Rebecca Lynn Wass 
Bilal Yesuf 
29 
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College of Science 
Candidates presented by Harold W. Elmore, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2008 
Bachelor of Science 
Amber Lee Aiken 
Kelly Renee Akers 
Cynthia Lynn Aldridge 
Michael Hayden Ansinelli 
Kelly Nicole Apgar 
Shannon May Beatty 
Jason Nicholas Belcher 
Lauren Elizabeth Bevins 
Emma Lee Bolinger 
Jacquelyn Hanna Bowen 
Daniel E. Brady 
Nathan]. Broslawsky 
Mia Lynne Brown 
Jared Thomas Brownfield 
Adam Nathaniel Brumfield 
Heather Marie Butts 
Eric Scott Byrge 
Justin David Carpenter 
Hershel Joseph Chafin 
J etwichan Chaowadee 
Scott Edward Collier 
Ryan Christopher Dasher 
Garrett Ray Davis 
Matthew Jared Dayhaw 
Nicholas Aaron Dean 
Ashley Danielle Dills 
Matthew Ryan Dincher 
Brittani Kay Dingess 
Dominique Chanel Elmore 
Ashley Renee Ezell 
Carrie Lee Ferguson 
John David Fishman 
Bachelor of Science 
in Chemistry 
Huan Hien Nam Cao 
Christina Lee Newsome 
Jesse D. Frederick Patrick Benjamin Moore 
Stephanie Michelle Galuk Todd Richard Murray 
Katelin Nicole Gifford Jeffrey A. Napier 
Miriah Catherine Gillispie Megan Leigh Neal 
Zachary Thomas Grambos Jesse Lea Nutter 
Zachary R. Halstead Reema Sudhir Patel 
Sheena Clarissa Harper Danielle Jo Pauley 
Jonathan Daniel Hill John Daniel Pennington 
Sarah Elizabeth Horton James Corbett Phares, IV 
Zachary Wilson Howard Jodi Marie Pitsenbarger 
Crystal Dawn Hubbard Kristen Alicia Polacik 
Nafeeza Hussain Daniel J. Poole 
Jessica S. lmperio Michael Jayson Price 
Amy Michelle Isble Patrick Joseph Riley 
Daniel K. Jonas Micheala Dawn Rivera 
Anthony Bryan Justice Raghav Sarkar 
Justin Michael Kearns Donald W. Silver 
Lindsey Rae Kes Victoria Elizabeth Smith 
Trisha Kay Kirk Ashley Claire Stewart 
Alyssa Michelle Kraynie Paul Edward Stokes 
}aide-Anneliese Maria Lawrence Lisa Katherine Tackett 
Mallory Anne Lazell Christopher D. Taylor 
Patrick Shannon Lee Daniel J. Tench 
Kenneth Robert Leep Chasity Dawn Triplett 
Jacqueline Lee Lickliter Karl Anthony Truitt 
Caleb Shay Litchfield Kody Thomas Tuttle 
Melissa Dawn Little Jeremy Jason Tyler 
Steven Paul Loudermilk Johnny George Walker 
Morgan P. McBee Meghan Nichole Ward 
Andrew Todd McCormick Jerry Ray White 
Kristen Renee McKee Nathan Allen Wilcox 
Richard P. Merritt Brian M. Williams 
Ryan Christopher Miller Nathan Alan Wright 
Jason Michael Moore Jessie Nicole Young 
Degrees Granted December 11, 2007 
Bachelor of Science Misty Dawn Blankenship Brent D.S. Clagg Ryan Kay Clarkson Joshua Michael Coleman Melville Homer Cummings Kenneth Brandon Daniels Charles P. Dennis Alifia Doctor Candice Marie Dotson Logan Dean Evans Adam Edward Fannin Jenna K. Fields Ryan Timothy Fitzsimmons Brian Lee Grose Regina Louise Guzzo Brant David Hinchman Nathan Rush Janes Saeed Keshavarzian David Gerald Lanham Andrew Joseph Lino Joaquin A.R. Llado-Frazer Kristin Faith McKinney William Hampton Muncy Heather R. Pauley Christopher Allen Rexrode Shareen Lee Roach Ashley Jo Saunders Tashina Marie Savilla Jenna Michelle Steele Devon Anne Tivener Joel Ryan Turley 
Degrees Granted August 10, 2007 
Bachelor of Science Jessica E. Briscoe Steven Curtis Davis Jessica L. England Jason Palmer Mader Christina Marie Morningstar Nicholas A. Napier Alisha Leann Owens Jennifer Martin Riley Kent Alan Rivas Angela Jo Weese 
Degrees Granted July 6, 2007 
Bachelor of Science Jeremy A. Adkins Roy R. Harmon Michael Chase Henderson Sarah Elizabeth Daron Kelly Hyo Sean Shin Hillary M. Stuart 
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College of Health Professions 
Candidates presented by Shortie McKinney, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2008 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Jessica L. Adams 
Sara Dawn Anderson 
Stephanie Nicole Bane 
Bryon Shane Boggess 
Stephanie Lynn Bums 
Tanya Renee Call 
Nathan Cory Campbell 
Katrina Ann Chapman 
Doug Chesebrough 
Carmelitta Hope Christian 
Lindsay Brooke Crouse 
Brandy Shannon Dempsey 
Monica Beth Dunfee 
Amber Nichole Dunn 
Elizabeth A. Farley 
Danni Marie Fields 
April Dawn Fisher 
Jennifer Ann Fogus 
Krista Lee Frye 
Gregory James Gibson 
Brittany Nicole Goff 
Molly Kathleen Gribble 
Angela Marie Hager 
Parrish Edward Harless Bachelor of Science 
Caroline Elizabeth Banks 
Ashley Dawn Carr 
Linsey Marie Cushing 
Deidra Nicole Darst 
Megan Paige Dotson 
Mallory J. Evans 
Whitney Lee Finley 
Traci Nicole Girondo 
Yvette E. Harrah 
Holley Elizabeth Harris 
Rebekah Ashley Hay 
Katherine Marie Henderson 
Adam Michael Henson 
Sarah Elaine Hightower 
Bryan D. Hopper 
Megan Danielle Howard 
Stephanie Kay Jeffers 
Lisa Ann Johnson 
Delcie Mae Cisco Justice 
Cassandra Dawn Kimball 
Heather Renee Legg 
Jessica Ruthann Maier 
Taeko Matsumoto 
Genevieve Marie McCutcheon 
Maggie Katherine McDaniel 
Curtis George Metzler 
Bridgett Anne Montgomery 
Melissa Dawn Muncy 
Mikia Amel Neghmouche 
Jessica D. Noel 
Julia Leigh O'Rourke 
Ashley Michelle Porter 
Katelyn Marie Holliday 
Melanie B. Knighton 
Nicholas Otto Meade 
Courtney Rachelle Nelsen 
Ashley Nichole Carper Pence 
James Jeremy Powell 
Jessica Elaine Prater 
Joy Elizabeth Pyles 
Amber Nicole Rainey 
Kelly Michelle Reffitt 
Karen Lee Riley 
Leigh Allison Ripley 
Angela Rose Roberts 
Whitney Diann Rockel 
Seleesa J. Rucker 
Amy Lynn Scieszka 
Tracy Shanklin 
Gabriel Lynn Smith 
Lorena Sue Smith 
Megan B. Sparks 
Dawn M. Stevens 
Laura Morris Stevens 
Cody Ray Sturgill 
Katie L. Swann 
Malea Joy Thomas 
Rachel Elaine Tucker 
Mallory Ann Weaver 
Tonya Kay Webb 
Brianne Rae Willis 
Chasity Lynn Yates 
Ashley Megan Young 
Alyssa Marie Zirille 
Erica Dawn Short 
Marissa Ellen Slack 
Kelli Renee Summerfield 
Lisa D. Vannarrer 
Jennifer Marie Vassiliou 
Amanda Gayle Williams 
Lauren Nicole Wyant 
Bachelor of Social Work 
Bridget Chacon 
Shawna Jane Gore 
Jessica Lea Green 
Jessica Dawn Gregg 
Jennifer Leslie Hill 
Shana Rena Hughes 
Heather E. Meadows 
John Andrew Starkweather Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology 
Pablo L. Gonzales 
Jessica Leigh Hatfield 
Ashraf Ahmad Kobeissi Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology 
Twila Machelle Kendrick Associate in Science in Nursing 
Melissa Charlene Adkins Malinda Carol Frye 
Misty Dawn Adkins Melissa Kay Furby 
Sara Beth Adkins Jennifer Rose Gates 
Angela Renee Bartram Heather Nicole Gay 
Mica Trullet Bentley Aaron K. Gibson 
Andrea Nicole Blackshire April D. Giompalo 
Elizabeth Mae Blake Jill Marie Grabosky 
Kerry A. Blake Ryann P. Greer 
Susan Michelle Bonnett Bruce Holley Grimmett 
LeEtta Rae Brillhart Jennifer Nicole Haddox 
Ashley Nicole Brown James Lee Hanshaw 
Andrea Buren Burdette Margretta G. Harbour 
Amy Kristine Cavender Alisyn Leigh Harman 
Amy Nicole Cayton Misty Nichole Harris 
Ashley Elizabeth Chapman Leslie Ann Henson 
Jaclyn D. Chapman Ashley Dawn Herrald 
Michael D. Childers Lisa Kristine Holland 
Elizabeth Ann Colby Tammy Lynn Hunt 
Korie Jo Cole Christin Danielle Husson 
Devan Rae Cottrell Chad Allen Hysell 
Jerry David Crank Stacey Waldo Jarrett 
Lisa Curd Alison K. Kinneer 
Sarah Michelle Damron Christopher Scott Leonhart 
Sara Lynn Dawson Jamie Michelle Lovejoy 
Cheryl Ann Depta Brittany Nicole Marcum 
Tera Sue Duty Brenda Jane Martin 
Deborah Nadine Fisher Jennifer Marie Matthews 
Ashleigh Danielle Flores Jamie Lynn May 
Sarah Beth Frazier Katie M. Miller 
Zachary David Moore 
Jessica Renee Nelson 
Danielle M. Ooten 
Megan E. Payne 
Meagan Kathleen Porter 
Jenny Preston 
Jeremy Blocher Rhoten 
Joshua Richard Ross 
Danielle Nicole Shockley 
Deborah Lynn Simmons 
Ashley Gail Sims 
Paul Alan Smith 
Rebecca Ruth Smith 
Sherry Dillon Stone 
Nicole Marie Tarbox 
Denise Jeffery Taylor 
Andrea Elizabeth Thomas 
Sara Mackenzie Thompson 
Katherine K. Vanmatre 
Lisa Lynn Walker 
Mary Blair Watts 
Diane Marie West 
Breanna Nicole Whitmore 
Amy Catherine Wilks-Davis 
Megan Leigh Wilson 
Emily C. Workman 
Jeffrey Alan Workman 
Kara Michelle Young 
33 
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Degrees Granted December 11, 2007 Bachelor of Science in Nursing Lora M. Dawson Jaime L. Dixon Mary Patricia Hardiman Charity Krishelle Martinez Megan Lee Sloan Bachelor of Science Jillean Leigh Justice Kara Marie Kester Hannah Nicole Kovarik Sarah Elizabeth Marcum Stefanie Painter Jessica Nichole Sharon Sarah E. Sturgill Laura Geanine Thompson Bachelor of Social Work Amanda B. Boone Terra Nicole Boyden Brenda Kay Comer Erica Michelle Garcia Elisha Frances Jackson Justine Marie Severino Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology Candice Michelle Holley Associate in Applied Science Fabiola D. Gonzales Pablo L. Gonzales Jessica Leigh Hatfield Achraf Ahmad Kobeissi Jacob Lee Pauley 
Associate in Science in Nursing 
Jennifer Marie Bellomy 
Jaime Nicole Collins 
Whitney Shay Collins 
Carla Sue Donahue 
Carolyn Renee Hysell 
Michelle Lynn Linger 
Pamela Ann Prichard 
Trista Marlene Ross 
Krystal Jean Scott 
Christopher W. Whitt 
Degrees Granted August 10, 2007 Bachelor of Social Work 
Melissa Sue Bateman Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology 
Lindsey A. Riggs Associate in Applied Science 
Yordanos Berhanu Degefe 
Assefa Mamo Gebremedhin 
William Allen Warner 
Degrees Granted July 6, 2007 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Koral Ann Midkiff Bachelor of Science 
Timothy David Bender 
'II 
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College of Fine Arts 
Candidates presented by Donald Van Hom, Dean 
Candidates for D�grees May 10, 2008Bachelor of Fine Arts
Samantha Jean Adkins 
Patrick Michael Billups 
Zachery Bruno Blank 
Paul Franklin Boekell 
Kenneth Robert Booth 
Amelia Rae Boslaugh 
Jessica Anne Bright 
Christopher Clay Carter 
Kaylyn St. Clair Cole 
Justin Brian Cornell 
Sarah Elizabeth Cox 
Matthew Ward Crutchfield 
Charles Ryan Davis 
Joanna Marie Donchatz 
Susan Rebecca Duren 
Shay Nicole Hannon 
Whitney Leigh Haynes 
Robyn Lynn Helton 
J indalay Garnett Hughes 
Courtney Suzanne Kania 
Nathan Grant Keene 
Krista Renee Korstanje 
Brittanie Anne Massey 
Yuri Hayden McCoy 
Katherine Lee Mohn 
Tessa Yvonne Morrison 
·Rachel Hope Noe
Adam Dane Paul
Casey Brooke Pauley
Kristen Anne Pino
Jamie Lee Sams
Sean Russell Sovine
Christopher William Sullivan
Jason D. Thompson
Ian Grey Thornton
Andrew Travis Tomlinson
Leah Nicole Turley
Jennifer Elizabeth Wertz
Christopher Blaine Wise
Degrees Granted December 11, 2007Bachelor of Fine Arts
Jennifer Dawn Edens 
Samantha Jane Elkins 
Amy Elizabeth Hinkle 
Elaine Marie Holliday 
Kristina Anne Lux 
Matthew Ray Murphy 
Jason Douglas Philabaun 
Lindsay Ann Philabaun 
Karen Marie Worley 
Degrees Granted August 10, 2007Bachelor of Fine Arts
Joshua Daniel Harshbarger 
Elisabeth Maria Horrell 
Jennifer L. Petronko 
Degrees Granted July 6, 2007Bachelor of Fine Arts
Tara D. Phares 
Courtney Lynn Susman 
( 
Regents Bachelor of Arts Candidates presented by Sarah N. Denman, Provost and Senior Vice-President for Academic Affairs 
Ca!ldidates for Degrees May 10, 2008 Bachelor of Applied Science Ian Monroe Hoskins Regents Bachelor of Arts Erin R. Adair Ashley Anne Appell Carla Yvonne Asbury Teresa Lynn Atkinson Brittany Danielle Bates Kai Cyntia Bean Courtney Shea Bell Adah B. Bellow Amanda Joell Bland Johnny Russel Bradley Michelle Lea Bums Brittany Leigh Butcher Erik Spotts Carr Margaret Katurah Chambers Elaine Marie Chapman Rebecca A. Coffman Staci Diann Colonna Stephanie Lynn Daniel Karen Fay Davis Megan Renee Davis Randy David Ellis Alisha Faith Emrick Lisa Ann Estes Alison Carroll Evans Jennifer Megan Farren James Franklin Flynn Margaret Nell Fuller Shawn M. Gainer Ashley Alexis Gerring Janice Gossett Roberta Ann Hale Wallace Bailey Hale Brian Keith Hammontree Wintonia Renee Hart Ada Louise Herdman Stephanie Rae Hess Brett Edward Hicks David Gregg Hoffman Linda Louise Holley Gena Louise Jeffers Lynzee Meriel Kever Julia Lynn King James Andrews Kinnier Jill Renee LaFear Lesley Renee Loomis Malissa Joanne Lowe Melissa Dawn Lynn Stephen Edward Mahon Lisa Ann Marshall Kara Lynn Martin Timothy John Maurer Lori Ann Mays Sean J. McComas Timothy E. McKeever Brittany Nicole Miller Deyanira Mayela Miller Chanteau Michelle Morrison Shannon M. Morrison Melinda Jean Moses Edith Jacqueline Murphy Johnette Renee Nelson Sean P. O'Neill Lauren Osborne Tyrone D. Phillips Courtney Ellen Pierson Brad Wesley Potts Zachary Adam Price Christopher Albert Ramey Karen B. Ramsey Joshua James Robinson Mamie Elizabeth Robinson Evan James Rossi Mary A. Santo Jessica M. Sargent Jeremy Z. Scarberry Claudia X. Schrader Lillian Muhleman Sergent Deloris A. Shepard Randi M. Shirk Kathy Louise Sigmon Mandie Jo Simpson Brandon Damone Smith Tyson]. Smith Amanda Kay Spencer Jennifer Susan Stewart Michael Shawn Stinnett Akiko Suzuki Barbara Sue Taylor Charles Justin Taylor Joshua Lee Taylor Terick E. Thomas Teresa Lynn Tomondi Joshua Lee Trogdon Jonathan Fredick Turner Tracy Hayes Webber Sam Marcus Weldin Christopher G. Wellman Mary Jane Whitfield William R. Winkler Tiara Michelle Woods 
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Degrees Granted December 11, 2007 
Bachelor of Applied Science Reginald Patterson David L. Robinson 
Regents Bachelor of Arts Amanda Brooke Adkins Kathryn Marie Adkins Kathy Ann Armstrong Debra L. Arnett Timothy David Arthur Jerad L. Bailey Kerri Nichole Bailey William Wayne Bailey Tyesha Marie Baskin Jessica Renee Billups Karen Marie Blake Jennifer S. Borda Matthew William Bradberry Amanda Leigh Buchanan April S. Burgess Leah L. Burris Mark A. Campbell Kelly Christine Carter Michael Adam Cheek Jeffrey Von Cooper Tara Dawn Cooper Allie Shawn Crawford Christina Sue Elliott Roman Francois Fahrmann Jonathan E. Fannin Keishta Ladawn Fannin Jennifer L. Ferrell Sylvia V. Ferrell Rebecca Marie Fox-Gieg Christopher Michael Garant Peter Gerald Getz Pamela Ann Glover Joseph Michael Guy Christopher Martin Hamilton Bobbie L. Hamrick Christine Nicole Hanshaw Charles Aaron Harris Stephen Brent Herndon Tomma Jo Hesson Pamela B. Hilgendorf Priscilla R. Holdren Amanda Lee Houck Sean Patrick Hughes Lisa Kay lmperi Shelina R. Johnson Kyle David Jolliff James Nicholas Kelly Curtis R. Keyes James Michael Lester Samuel D. Lowe Brian L. Maynard Cynthia Jane Shannon McClure Joshua R. Moreland Jennifer Marie Naglee Hanh T hi Nguyen Kevin Lee Noe Vanessa N. Ours Pamela Knight Peacock Jason Erick Peeples Michael Frederick Perry Andrew Ryan Reed Jason Patrick Ricceri William Jude Roach Debra Renee Roberts Charles Steven Robinson Camela Marie Rogers J arin Christopher Rollins Melissa Deanne Sabin Amy Darlene Samples Joshua A. Searls Charles David Smith Mark Alan Smith Neal Patrick Smith Renita Gail Smith Brandon D. Souder Melissa Charlene Staten Kimberly Renee Stone Gregory K. Swearingen John Anthony Taft Christian Ray Tanzey Angela Michelle Taylor Byron L. Tinker Jennifer L. Underwood Brian Lawson Williams Cindy Marie Williams Tyrone J. Williamson Trudy Lynn Wiltz David A. Ziegler 
\ 
Degrees Granted August 10, 2007 Regents Bachelor of Arts 
William Aaron Agnew 
Travis Lamar Aikens 
Barbara Ann Brown 
Ronald Wesley Dawn 
Daniel W. Farley 
Daniel Elliott Gordon 
Andrew David Kubik 
James Carroll Lee 
Jodi Leigh Lucas 
John McBee 
Daniel Ray McCord 
Kelli Beth Page 
W. Daniel Ray, II
Victor Adams Snow
Robert Nelson Thompson
Anna Marie Wiley
Degrees Granted July 6, 2007 Regents Bachelor of Arts 
James Andrew Baldwin 
0 Bryon Bookatz 
Kimberly R. Copley 
Natalie Joyce Faulk 
Jayna G. Haffer 
Terry Michael Hill 
Andrew E. Johnson 
Gregory Stewart Johnson 
Jeffery D. Keller 
Scot Andrew Kyle 
Clifford Taylor Lee 
Jessica M. Macfarland 
Kent Anderson May 
Matthew A. Maynard 
Angela Dawn McComis 
James Ray McMillan 
Amanda Marie Means 
Jonathan A. Miller 
Deborah L. Moore 
Nathan Bradley Mueller 
Steven Dwight Painter 
Allison Nicole Payne 
Mark Steven Pelurie 
Dana Dale Plybon 
Leslie Anne Rader 
Jennifer Martha Runyon 
Amber Dawn Sasser 
Randall Eugene Shockey 
Melody Mirrenda Sizemore 
April Ann Steinbrecher 
Cathrine Michelle Styer 
Amanda Leigh Utterback 
Sarah Louise Walters 
, . 
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Graduate College 
Candidates presented by Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2008 Education Specialist 
Kimberly Ann Bevis Rebecca Joyce Bartlett Amber Denise Brown 
Janna M. Christy Secondary Education Counseling 
Kimi Date 
Brenda Sue Harvey Tammy Renee Bartram Jennifer Ann Button 
Crystal Marie Hedrick Counseling Elementary Education 
Leslie N. Horton 
Joseph Alex Mays Teresa Marie Bean Carson Lloyd Camp 
Amanda Janelle Roach English Communication Studies 
Donna Marie Beasley Elizabeth A. Cantrell Master of Arts Leadership Studies Counseling 
Kari R. Adkins Sara J. Bell Louis A. Capaldini Reading Education Secondary Education Secondary Education 
Ryan S. Adkins Maria Jean Bennett Melissa Elaine Carpenter History Reading Education Special Education 
Stephanie D. Adkins Sandra Faye Bentley Dorian Rachelle Carrico Special Education Special Education Elementary Education 
Eric Michael Akers Kimberly Ann Bevis Kristy Denise Chambers Music Counseling Special Education 
Mansour Abdulrahman Alotaibi Peggy Michelle Bishop Donna S. Chatman Communication Studies Secondary Education Special Education 
Kacey D. Arnold John Kenneth Bond Meghan Noel Christian Counseling Leadership Studies Counseling 
Aaron Marshall Bailey Mickel Wayne Bonnett James Henry Clagg Leadership Studies Leadership Studies Psychology 
Amanda Marie Bailey Andrew Johnson Borders Elisabeth Ann Claxon Special Education Sociology Secondary Educatien 
Elizabeth Kristine Baldwin John P. Bowyer Rebecca Lynn Cochran Special Education Psychology Special Education 
Carisa R. Bare Leigh-Ann Brewer Alan Craig Cole Elementary Education Elementary Education Counseling 
Catherine A. Barker Haley Nichole Brock Morgan Deanna Conley Counseling English Counseling 
40 
Leah Dawn Connelly Deborah Joy Fleming Karole Ellen Hayes Music Special Education Counseling 
Susan Elisabeth Cook Diana L. Frazier Julie Lynn Henry Music Art Special Education 
Christopher Tony Cooper Amanda J. Fuller Jessica Leigh Hill Special Education History Counseling 
Kimberly Renee Cooper Rebecca Darlene Gain Kristin B. Hines Reading Education Sociology Special Education 
Jennifer G. Croteau Wendy Ann Garrison Sara B. Hostetler Counseling Special Education Counseling 
Jennifer Elizabeth Cummings- Jeremy W. Gladwell Christopher Hostetter 
Cochran Special Education Sociology Leadership Studies 
Carissa Lee Goodnite Kimberly Dawn Hudkins 
Mark Evan Davis Special Education Elementary Education English 
Bradley A. Grampa Michael W. Huffman 
Norman Earl Davis Counseling Special Education Leadership Studies 
Elizabeth R. Gray Janice Lynn Hughes 
Melissa Sue Deal Psychology Reading Education Counseling 
Brent D. Griffith Angela Cathym Hunt 
Stephen Jerome Dean Leadership Studies English Counseling 
Jonathan Wesley Griffith Stephanie Frances Hurley 
Tia Renae DelPapa Leadership Studies Psychology Leadership Studies 
Abdelhak Ben Larbi Haffoudhi Mao ltose 
Lakeisha Genae Dennis English Special Education Counseling 
Roberta Lynn Hall David Anthony Jenkins 
LaTonia Yvette Duba Special Education Counseling Reading Education 
Kara Nicole Halsey Ashley M. Jividen 
Jan Denise Ellis Special Education Communication Studies Special Education 
Keisha Renee Hamrick Andrew Willis Johnson 
Lisa Gail Ellison Counseling Special Education Special Education 
Erwin Hanke Eugene M. Johnson 
Craig Willard Epling Psychology Counseling Leadership Studies 
Maggie Lynn Harless-Galapon Angie M. Jones 
· Duane Elvis Estep Counseling Special Education Special Education
Brenda Sue Harvey Kathleen Elizabeth Jordan 
Resa Clark Files Elementary Education English English 
Patricia Lee Hatfield Jason Barry Keeling 
Ruth Ann Fisher Humanities Communication Studies Secondary Education 41 
Christina Dawn Keith Allison Nicole Massey .• Jennifer Lynn Neff Special Education English English Jennifer Denise Kelley-Johnson Sylvia Dale McGinnis Senkeh Ngenge Counseling Special Education Sociology Jennifer Jo Kennedy Charles Jason McPeak Huyen Le Nguyen Latin Counseling Communication Studies Jeremy A. Kirk Kristen Marie McRae Kellie Danielle Niewierowski Music Special Education Psychology Jeanette E. Kripas Kristi Joan Melvin Emily Noel Okes Geography Counseling Counseling Sarah Marie Pasco Kunkel Robyn Revae Messenger Jenica Lou Olah Psychology Special Education Counseling Steven A. Lacek Mary Leslie Messer Beverly Gail Osborne Mathematics Special Education Special Education Jaclyn Nicole Lamar Jody L. Michael Beth K. Palko Counseling Counseling Counseling Stephanie Lyn Landis Brandon L. Miller Nathan M. Parrish Elementary Education Leadership Studies Counseling Chevella Mae Layne Jason H. Miller Jennifer Rose Parsons Counseling Counseling Music Eric T. Legg Rachel Elizabeth Miller Steven M. Pauley Special Education Counseling English Daniel John Legreid Rieko Miyakuni Greta A. Perrine Special Education Counseling Humanities Heather Ranee Lilley Ashley N. Moats Keshav Prasad Pokhrel Communication Studies Counseling Mathematics Avelino E Lima Kevan Mock Jared Mathew Prol Psychology Psychology Special Education Jessica R. Long Margaret Elizabeth Montali Tina L. Radford Art Psychology Special Education David Michl Lowe Kimberly Faith Moore Daniel D. Ramezan Counseling Special Education Leadership Studies Tue Ngoc Ly Glen Ray Morris Sara E. Reese Mathematics Special Education Special Education Kimberly Lynn Martin William Michael Morrison Xavier Antoinette Richards Special Education Mathematics Communication Studies Mary Catherine Martin Penny L. Mullins Amanda Janelle Roach Secondary Education Reading Education Counseling 42 
Eryn Danielle Roles Amber L. Stine Nancy Kline Webb English English Secondary Education Jennifer Arlene Ross Billy Tate Stover Diana Lynn Wellman Leadership Studies Leadership Studies Special Education Joni R. Ross Rebecca Lynn Sturm Diana G. Whitlock Counseling Secondary Education Special Education Virginia Rose Row Robert Edward Taylor Christi Lee Williams Special Education Leadership Studies Reading Education Phyllis D. Russell Rhonda Suzzette Thomas Jodi Danielle Williams Special Education Elementary Education Elementary Education Shaun W. Sarrett Samantha Lynn Thomas Elizabeth Megan Willis Special Education History Elementary Education Lindsey Rae Marie Scarberry Allison L. Thorp Kimberly Gail Wilson Counseling Music English Angelica Settle Nataliya M. Tieche Patricia Hendricks Wolford Humanities Counseling Art Barbara Lynn Saunders Michelle E. Tissenbaum Mary Charlene Woody Secondary Education Special Education Special Education Melinda Lou Shafer Erin Francis Tolliver Julie Michelle Yeager Political Science Reading Education Leadership Studies Kristin Marie Shrewsbury Lisa Carol Toppins Lin Yuan Counseling Special Education Mathematics Kara Morgan Simmons Issa Traore Communication Studies Mathematics Master of Arts Jennifer Jo Sipple Christina Jone Trembley in Journalism Secondary Education English Andrea L. Smith Angela Gail T urkelson Louis N. Giangarra Carlie Nicole Hillman Secondary Education Special Education Hannah R. Johnson Anna Laura Meadows Christopher Kouns Smith Billie Jo Vandall David Ochieng Okoth Leadership Studies Special Education Sophie Adhiambo Okumu Kimberly D. Spencer Mary E. Vanscoy Elementary Education Counseling Master of Arts Leah Noelle Spencer Melissa A. Varian in Teaching Leadership Studies Elementary Education Amy Renae Spurlock Melanie E Walters Emily Suzanne Bailey Barry Allen Dickerson Counseling Special Education Timothy Jason Gibbs Jason Randall Stewart Rudy La'Vance Watson Angela Cathym Hunt Sandra Lee Kelly Humanities Communication Studies Katherine Elizabeth Legreid 43 
Kelly Gay Massinople Karen Lynn Adkins Emily A. Brown Kristy L. Peterson Human Resource Management Criminal Justice Amy Michelle Provenzano Cecile Candedo Sadowski Kimberly Renee Adkins Charles B. Burke Andrea Marie Voss Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Stephanie Ann Cook Walz Elizabeth Nichole Allen Michaelyn Ann Butcher Forensic Science Communication Disorders Master of Business Shawnta V. Allen Thuy Thi Thu Cao Administration Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Educationn Connie Denise Baker Adrienne Brooke Allman Anthony Wayne Carpenter Thao Thi Phuong Bui Communication Disorders Environmental Science Christopher M. Burdette Donald Andrew Channell Jerod H. Alltop Bradford E. Clark Charles D. Childers Sport Administration Criminal Justice Robert H. Cook Jeremy Dolan Indira Appiah-Menka Charity Nicole Cole Laura D. Ellis Criminal Justice Health Care Administration Mallorie Kay Harper Ashley Dawn Horton Craig F. Arnold Bryan Allen Conner Anna J. Johnson Environmental Science Adult and Technical Education Cliff J. Johnson Katy Shay Kennedy Emily J. Ashy Kerie Y. Corley Bryce A. King Forensic Science Biological Sciences Sanghee Ku Dana A. Lester Edward Balthazar Matthew Stephen DeMaria Donna P. Lusher Physical Science Information Systems Jason C. Mastrangelo Kerry K. Matthews Megan Dean Barbour Bradford Deel William Marshall McDaniel, II Human Resource Management Adult and Technical Education James Howard McKee Lille F. Nguemtchueng Nzudie Jason David Batchelor Mario S. Diaz Phuc Thi Hong Nguyen Chemistry Sport Administration Van Thi Anh Nguyen Tuan Anh Vu Pham Anna Kay Benner Eric H. Diefenbacher Sudatip Puengrusme Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences Phillip Albert Richard Richmond Buddy Carl Shadd Amy Renee Blankenship Angela Marie Dolph Soudeh Shamshiri Geography Forensic Science Joshua Gray Smith Katrina Renee Spaulding Susan Renee Blankenship Inga Dorfman Holly Dawn Thome Adult and Technical Education Forensic Science Meghann Elizabeth Wallis Michael Paul Winter Valerie K. Bostwick Timothy S. Dotson Richard Dean Wiseman Forensic Science Biological Sciences Sarah Elizabeth Bowen Kristy Joy Doyle Master of Science Physical Science Biological Sciences Richard W. Boyko Danielle Brooke Edmunds Rodney L. Adamson Information Systems Adult and Technical Education Safety Joshua M. Addesa Jeremiah Lee Britton Raymond Earl Ellis Dietetics Exercise Science Criminal Justice 
44 
Erika M. Elswick Amy M. Hamilton Madhukar Babu Kolli Criminal Justice Biological Sciences Biological Sciences Dirk Daniel Eshem James B. Harris Carlos Marcelo Koster Health Care Administration Exercise Science Human Resource Management Giuseppe Rafael Faraco Mallory N. Haye Jacob]. Lea Adult and Technical Education Human Resource Management Forensic Science Timothy Robert Ferguson Justin Donald Hagan-Hogon Sarah Elizabeth Lenhof Environmental Science Biological Sciences Forensic Science Tiffany Noel Ferrari Zhengzheng Huang Jing Li Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences James W. Fisher Deena Marie Huffman Paul Alan Ludwig Environmental Science Human Resource Management Environmental Science Christopher R. Francis Valerie Marie Hummert Eric Dean Lundell Chemistry Forensic Science Information Systems Bridget R. Fuller Emmy M. Johnson Mai Vu'Ly Communication Disorders Biological Sciences Adult and Technical Education Patrick M. Gary Bobby Gene Jones, Ill Erin Lynn Lyons Adult and Technical Education Geography Communication Disorders Amy K. Geller Craig Gerald Jones Erin Ashley Mace Forensic Science Technology Management Dietetics Mark W. Getscher Natasha Holden Jones Mandy G. Mayo Physical Science Dietetics Forensic Science Aysegul Gokalp Sara Beth Jones Nicholas C. McClinton Adult and Technical Education Criminal}ustice Human Resource Management Jill M. Gracie Courtney M. Kacenga Noah Sean McCoard Forensic Science Exercise Science Biological Sciences Andrea Nicole Gunning Erika L. Kastner Michael D. McComas 11 
I Forensic Science Exercise Science Environmental Science Juan Ignacio Gutierrez Marc Alan Keirstead Matt Ryan McMillion Physical Science Forensic Science Human Resource Management Anil Kumar Gutta Margaret Ann Kelly James R. Meadows Biological Sciences Adult and Technical Education Information Systems Alyse N. Hale Michelle L. Kerr Tonja Moore ' Forensic Science Environmental Science Dietetics 
:I Sarah Lynn Hall Angel Marie Kirk Bradley D. Musser Communication Disorders Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences Scott M. Hall Jessica L. Knittel Ashley R. Nance Sport Administration Forensic Science Safety 
45 
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Ha Due Nguyen Amy E. Schneider. Ayako Takeda Human Resource Management Biological Sciences Adult and Technical Education 
Shari Beth Nutter Monica A. See Christina Maria Tate Communication Disorders Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education 
Carolynn C. O'Dell Chad M. Showen Kevin Brian Taylor Forensic Science Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education 
Aaron Matthew Patterson Holly Renee Simpkins Dale Dean Teeters Geography Technology Management Safety 
Satyanarayana Paturi Kristen A. Sirk Jarrod B. Thomas Biological Sciences Communication Disorders Sport Administration 
Tiffany D. Paugh Elizabeth Diane Sisson Yen Thi Hoang Tran Forensic Science Dietetics Human Resource Management 
Kathryn Rebecca Pawlik James R. Skinner Douglas Allen Trovinger Biological Sciences Adult and Technical Education Information Systems 
Donte Marquise Pennington Jeremy Charles Slone Kerri Lynn Turner Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders 
Mandy Shai Pennington William G. Smalls Peter John Underwood Health Care Administration Exercise Science Sport Administration 
Ceresa J. Petitt Erica R. Smith Kellie N. Vanfossan Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences 
Nguyen Khoa Phan Jillian Denise Smith N arissara Viwattanakornchai Human Resource Management Human Resource Management Human Resource Management 
Samuel E. Phipps Leon P. Smith Daniel Forrest Ware Sport Administration Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences 
Frank Piccininni Stephanie Carol Smith Necole M. Washington Biological Sciences Adult and Technical Education Human Resource Management 
Kelly N. Puckett Tryreno Nelson Sowell Tiffany Lynn Weaver Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education 
Teresa Marie Reynolds Morgan Emily Spears Allison Nicole Webb Adult and Technical Education Safety Biological Sciences 
Timothy J. Rice Lindsay Katherine Stewart Amanda Lauren Williams Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders Sport Administration 
Natasha Dawn Robinson Zachery B. Stone Derrien Jerome Williams Adult and Technical Education Human Resource Management Adult and Technical Education 
Emanuel Ulysses Ross Monte Jay Swank Justin W. Williams Environmental Science Forensic Science Forensic Science 
Keith W. Rouch Sachiko Takata John David Willis Sport Administration Adult and Technical Education Environmental Science 46 
Leigh A. Wintter Sport Administration 
David M. Yost Adult and Technical Education 
XuehaiZheng Biological Sciences Master of Science in Engineering 
John David Blankenship 
Charles L. Campbell 
Ryland Wayne Musick, Jr. 
Patrick C. Park 
Bret Aaron Schreiber 
Master of Science in Nursing 
Shawna L. Adkins-Cox 
Jennifer Suzanne Anderson 
Samantha L. Ash 
Sharon Kaye Bailey 
Jill A. Blake 
Donna Maria Burton 
Ashley Breigh Cantley 
April D. Copley 
Amy Louise Grube 
Kimberly Ann Houchin 
Jeanette Samone Huffman 
Lucinda Gail Landis 
Nichole Lim 
Evelyn Marie Martin 
Mary Ellen Mundell 
Tambra Michelle Pitt 
Melinda J. Preston 
Stacy Joyce Richardson 
Jerrol Janette Robinson 
Kristen Dawn Shamblin 
Rebecca Gail Stokes 
Jill Elizabeth Suttles 
Sharon Denise Whitmore 
Degrees Granted December 11, 2007 Master of Arts 
Cassie Marie Adkins Jason Eugene Brier Erin Kiley Cottrill English Counseling Counseling 
Michael Jessee Adkins Amber Johnson Brown Lori L. Cox Sociology Special Education Reading Education 
Ann Sharon Amsbary Lalicia Monique Brydie Karen Gail Cummings Special Education Elementary Education Psychology 
Christina Paige Anderson Christina Dawn Bush Kelli Steele Dailey Counseling Leadership Studies Counseling 
Andrew J. Backus Shanti P. Chapman Amy Brooke Danford Communication Studies Music Political Science 
Tina Louise Cowger Baker Veronica Y. Clay April R. Deacon Political Science Counseling Art 
Jon Eric Bergquist Jennifer Arlene Cogar Erin R. Dixon Psychology Reading Education Counseling 
Brianne M. Blum Karmen Jore Collins Kristina L. Dotson Elementary Education Early Childhood Education Reading Education 
Rachelle Alan Brandau Rebecca Lynn Cooper Dilek Engin Special Education Special Education Music 
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Christopher S. Enix Daniel Henry McGarth Kelli K. Shafer English Psychology Secondary Education 
Jennifer Lee Finch Bradley A. Meredith Douglas A. Smith Reading Education Special Education Special Education 
Melanie Roxanne Flinn Kim Milligan Michaud Denise Spratt Reading Education Special Education Secondary Education 
Kimberly E Frazer Jane Anne Modlin Carrie A. Steele Reading Education Communication Studies Reading Education 
Jessica Renee Fry Stacie Dawn Morgan Gregory Benard Thompson Psychology Reading Education Political Science 
Rachel L. Frye Amelia R. Morriston Megan Riley Toler Psychology Reading Education Counseling 
Ashley Leanne Gilman Valerie Lynn Mullins Carrie Lynn Uldrich Counseling Elementary Education Reading Education 
Linda Marie Goad Chun Chun Ng Diana Marie Van Hom Counseling Psychology Special Education 
Janna Cheri Goodson Janelle Lynn Paul LaShanda Michelle Ward Reading Education Reading Education Psychology 
Jennifer M. Hartwell Erin C. Perdue Susie Dell Marion Wilson Early Childhood Education Counseling Counseling 
Christy O'N eal Hedrick Shannon Nicole Perrault Cynthia Louise Woody Counseling Psychology Counseling 
Sarah Catherine High Keri Nicole Perry Special Education Psychology Master of Arts in 
Sarah G. Hamons Darby Eden Randan Teaching Psychology Reading Education 
Amanda Michelle Adkins 
Tonya Renae Johnson Mariah B. Ridgely Margaret S. Dingess Counseling Psychology Pamela Suzanne Elkins 
Erika Stefanie Klose 
Angela R. Jones Wanda L. Riffe Edward R. Lilly Counseling Leadership Studies William Shankar Mclaughlan 
Maria Lynn Miller 
Michele Leigh Jones Crystal Dawn Rookstool Christopher Paul Mohnacky Psychology English Melissa Dawn Mullins 
Rebecca Lea Nesbitt 
Kelly Sue Lucas James E. Rubenstein Trina Lynette Poling Special Education Leadership Studies Marine Shantall Raines 
Matthew Ray Riggs 
Walter W. Mayo Katherine M. Sampson Courtney S. Ruppert Mathematics Reading Education Marc A. Shoemaker 
David Merle Shrewsbury 
Matthew Steven McBride Amy Caroline Sexton Scott E. Williams English Reading Education 
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Master of Business Kenneth Ray Casto Jessica Lynn Houck 
Administration 
Physical Science Human Resource Management 
Craig A. Cole Won Hoi Hwang 
Trista Nicole Adkins Human Resource Management Geography 
April Nicole Bailey 
Danny Joseph Chandler Monica Leigh Cooper Mohammed Ibrahim 
Sun Hee Choi Dietetics Technology Management 
Mark Alan Gatewood 
Steven P. Graham Kristy Diane Dickens Jami Leigh Jeffrey 
Steven Matthew Harmon Health Care Administration Environmental Science 
Bradley Garrett Kohler 
Brian C. Koster Andrew Trevor Dorsey John Mark Jones 
Melissa C. Langford Sport Administration Adult and Technical Education 
Bang Thanh Le 
Lan Dinh Nguyen Joyce E. Ellis Sara Elizabeth Jones 
Quynh Ngoc Nguyen Human Resource Management Sport Administration 
Jeremiah Jacob Robinson 
Stephan George Shy Galina Fet Suttarat Jongsriadisorn 
Kristen M. Slavin Physical Science Adult and Technical Education 
Wesley T. Spradlin 
Tam Thi Phuong Tran Brenna Diane Fitzsimmons Krista Nicole Jorris 
Yen Hai Tran Human Resource Management Communication Disorders 
Drema Kay Foster Jane Ann Kennedy 
Master of Arts in Health Care Administration Physical Science 
Journalism Kelly Denise Frye Kristen Elizabeth Kerns Human Resource Management Health Care Administration 
Tomoko Horie 
Sarah Ray Musgrave Sarah Elizabeth Gabbard Alicia M. Koloski Communication Disorders Dietetics 
Master of Science 
Whitney Alyse Galloway Kimberly D. Lanham Environmental Science Human Resource Management 
Jebediah Oran Barnett Artemus Lamon George Trang Quyen Thuy Le Safety Adult and Technical Education Human Resource Management 
Brian R. Batman Judy H. Gerwig Jaime Leigh Linville Health and Physical Health Care Administration Communication Disorders 
Matthew G. Beckett Joelle Joia Good Tung Hoang Mai Physical Science Exercise Science Technology Management 
Jennifer Lyn Beller Lindsay A. Martin Velvet Anne Griffith Adult and Technical Education 
Ross Michael Cassidy 
Human Resource Management Dietetics Safety Marwah Ahmed Halwani Kristen Louise McCallister Information Systems Health Care Administration 
Jeremy Callahan Adult and Technical Education Ryan Allen hlines Melissa L. McNealy Adult and Technical Education Sport Administration 
Andrea Beth Casto Human Resource Management Mark J. Hinkey Sarath Meduru Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences 
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Eric Allen Miller 1empie Lynette Raglin Crystal D. Weaver 
11 Environmental Science Industrial and Employee Relation Health Care Administration ,, 
Timothy W. Moore Timothy Wayne Ransom Brianne Michelle White ' Adult and Technical Education Physical Science Criminal Justice 
Juan David Moreno Brian M. Reynolds Dorian Lamond Williams Safety Information Systems Health Care Administration 
Sriram Prasad Mupparaju Mark Jason Ring Lisa Carole Williamson Biological Science Safety Adult and Technical Education 
Gerrod M. Negley Parthasarathi Roy Jesse R. Windhausen Human Resource Management Physical Science Adult and Technical Education 
Hieu Manh Nguyen Paul Cameron Schreffler Claudette N. Young Human Resource Management Adult and Technical Education Environmental Science 
Hoang Ba Nguyen Christopher Sean Seaman Master of Science Adult and Technical Education Information Systems 
Trang Hoag Van Nguyen Mark A. Stegner 
in Engineering Adult and Technical Education Physical Science Mark Allen McGettigan 
Ann Elizabeth Nozica Staci Danielle Stewart 
Matthew Henry Mills Environmental Science Human Resource Management 
Irina Ostrovskaya Matthew Campbell Tarbett Master of Science Adult and Technical Education Technology Management in Nursing 
Jamie Lynn Parker Elizabeth J. Voetsch Peggy Louise Cramer Health Care Administration Sport Administration Alice Susan Dick 
Stephanie Marie Petry Brandon A. Walker 
Susan Louise Heiskell 
James A. Horn Communication Disorders Physical Science Elizabeth Kerr Lopez 
Archie Ryan Phlegar XiaoHua Wang 
Barbara Jane Summers Health Care Administration Adult and Technical Education 
Bethany J. Price Criminal Justice 
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Degrees Granted August 10, 2007 Education Specialist Natalie Joan Childers Jonathan Chad Halstead Counseling Psychology 
Erica N. Abbott 
Kristopher M. Clifford Christina Lynn Hare AnnS. Dodd English Psychology 
Chrissy J. Cole Tia N. Harris Master of Arts Psychology Counseling 
Erica N. Abbott Michelle Mae Arboleda Cuevas Donna Corin Hatcher Counseling Early Childhood Education Reading Education 
Ryan L. Angus Steven J. Cuthbert Ida L. Hatcher English Secondary Education Psychology 
Kristi Lee Atkinson-Stephens Danny Ray Cutlip Tina C. Hatfield Geography Leadership Studies Reading Education 
Kenady H. Bailes Shelley Lynan Daniel Tonya R. Hedrick Psychology Special Education Counseling 
Laura R. Bailey Rebecca M. Denning Kanako Hirao Secondary Education Psychology Special Education 
Keri Autumn Baldwin Lisa Anne Davis-Sweeney Tiffany Dawn Hutchinson Leadership Studies Special Education Reading Education 
Steven Dale Ballengee Jodi R. Dowell Joshua Glenn Iddings Leadership Studies Secondary Education English 
Emily J. Beard Shannon Kimberly Duncan Sarah Rachel Jarvis English Reading Education Psychology 
Amanda Marie Benigni Kevin Deloy Ellenberg David P. Johnson English Sociology Leadership Studies 
Rebecca M. Bledsoe Virgina M. Eye Amie Dorothea Justice Special Education Special Education Special Education 
Kimberly A. Burgess Amy Kay Fairchild Shannon Lynn Kelly Elementary Education Special Education Counseling 
Michelle L. Burris Donna Jean Gillenwater Erin Rebecca Kneeland Special Education Counseling Elementary Education 
Erin Elizabeth Bush Matthew Aaron Greene Brianne Nicole Legg Counseling Leadership Studies Reading Education 
Carl D. Caldwell Samuel Edward Gue Donna Faye Lester Leadership Studies Leadership Studies Reading Education 
Jason R. Cheek Tina M. Hall Audra Lea Massie Special Education Reading Education Reading Education 
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Alicia Ellen Matheny Sherry Riffe Susan Elaine Vick English Reading Education Special Education 
Lois Susan McPhail Warren Daniel Rinick Kathryn Vinson Elementary Education Leadership Studies Reading Education 
Rebecca Dawn Metzger Pamela Walker Roberts Susan Marie Walker Special Education Special Education Leadership Studies 
Chastity Danielle Miller Terra L. Rose Heather Dawn Woods Reading Education Psychology Reading Education 
Robert Joseph Miller Benjamin Robert Routson Jennifer Marie Workman Special Education Leadership Studies Reading Education 
Brenda Joyce Moss Keisha R. Runion Reading Education Early Childhood Education Master of Arts 
Michelle Lea Massar Lisa Joy Ryan in Journalism Reading Education Psychology 
Valerie L. Spears 
Darlene M. Murphy Patrick W. Ryan Elementary Education Psychology 
Leisa Marie Muto Suzanne Rebecca Samples Master of Arts Latin English in Teaching 
Dustin A. 0 Field Ryan Scott Saxe Lisa M. Coleman Elementary Education Leadership Studies Michelle R. Mills 
Victoria Suzanne Olson Sara J. Seabolt 
Shelley Lynn Ware Special Education Counseling 
Vicki L. Owens Alicia Marie Smolder Master of Business Reading Education Counseling Administration 
Dennis L. Paugh Derek T. Snyder 
Mark Adkins Special Education Counseling 
V Ashwini 
Linda Caroline Powell Valerie Ann Stevens Shraddha Bhargava Secondary Education Counseling Arijit Chakraborty Vinayaka Kumer Chitragar 
Christopher N. Price Carla D. Stewart Purushotham D History Reading Education Swama Latha Dangia 
Sumana Urmila Das 
Ryan Steven Price Kara Lundie Tabor R Deepak Psychology Counseling Deepak Devangavi 
Adrianne Mitchelle Dominic 
Keri Beth Redmond-Wade Jessica Lynn Taylor 
Ravi Shankar Dubey Counseling Psychology Chad Lexton Fisher 
Jyoti Gupta 
Melissa Raye Rhodes -Rebecca A. Unites Kalpana Chandrakanth Hebballi Elementary Education Leadership Studies Christopher W. Hickok 
Dustin Lowell Holston 
Sallie Dawn Richards Kerri D. Vannatter Chaithra P Jain Psychology Reading Education Neha Anilkumar Jain 
Renu Jain 
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T S  Jineesh Deana L. Barton Erin Jo Goheen 
Shrikala Kannan Adult and Technical Education Health Care Administration 
-Sher Khan
Carly Simone Knotts Elizabeth Ann Benton Aaron R. Gordon 
Pavan Kumar Kopparam Adult and Technical Education Health Care Administration 
J Koushik
Arnn Kumar Kimberly Bradford Darla S. Hall 
Mohit Kumar Health Care Administration Adult and Technical Education 
Namratha N Kumar
Mallikarjunappa Doddapete Linda M. Brennan Erica Don Hamilton 
Mallikarjunappa Adult and Technical Education Health Care Administration 
Ankur Mehrotra 
HarikaMeka Jennifer J. Burkhart Kevin T. Harris 
Vinay Nanjangud Gundappa Sport Administration Health Care Administration 
Ramya PH 
Neelam Pachauria April Lynn Burnell Jigna Patel Hinton 
Apama H Pai Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education 
Vivek Pandalai 
Jeewan Pandey Joy Malenie Chaksupa Angela D. Hutsenpiller 
Pranav Pathak Health Care Administration Health Care Administration 
Avijit Patnaik 
KP Pradeesh Benjamin L. Chapman Marie-Celine Agnes Johnson 
Manjunath M Pujar Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education 
KS Purushotham 
ReninRaj Kelly Renee Cremeans Curtis Turell Jones 
Anand Ramachandran Heath Care Administration Physical Science 
Malavika Ramaswamy 
Alleti Parimala Reddy James Samuel Dalton Heather Michelle Jordan 
Harshada Sharma Human Resource Management Environmental Science 
M Shivaram 
Mayank Shukla Erica Damewood Anjaiah Katta 
Ranjith Singh CK Health Care Administration Biological Sciences 
Ritika Singla 
Naresh Suruvu Natalie Dawn Davis Phuong T. Kieu 
Devi Prasad Raghavendra Health Care Administration Adult and Technical Education 
Suvama 
Vignesh Venkatraj Alisha Lee Dean Kimberly Ann Knapp 
Kristin D. Webber Communication Disorders Adult and Technical Education 
Anthony J. Dean Michael Jason Landes Master of Science Health Care Administration Information Systems 
·1
Virginia Lynn Adkins 
Joseph M. Dressel Connie Lewis Human Resource Management Health Care Administration Health Care Administration 
Praveeen R. Aleti 
Stephanie Lynn Eastman Kimberly B. Lewis Information Systems Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education 
Faiza Abdullah Alharbi 
Michael W. Evans John R. Lucas Adult and Technical Education Health Care Administration Human Resource Management 
Christina L. Arkle 
Jeana S. Fowler Denero N. Marriott Health Care Administration Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education 
Travis M. Bailey 
Sarah A. Gandee Lori A. Meierbachtol Health Care Administration Sport Administration Biological Sciences 53 
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Julie Diane Miller Adult and Technical Education 
Maricris Ho Miller Health Care Administration 
Patricia Sue Moore Adult and Technical Education 
Patrick E. Mossman Health Care Administration 
Susan L. Mundy Health Care Administration 
Tu T hi Cam Ngo Adult and Technical Education 
Ai Thi Kha Nguyen Human Resource Management 
Duong Hoang Nguyen Adult and Technical Education 
Yen Pham Hoang Nguyen Environmental Science 
Robert Scott Nicholas Technology Management 
Kristin L. Osborne Health Care Administration 
Steven B. Pelfrey Health Care Administration 
Courtney Ashton Phillips Health Care Administration Heather Nicole Pickering Health Care Administration Shawn P. Pye Sports Management Sarah Renee Robinette Health Care Administration Steven J. Rosfjord Health Care Administration Robert T. Sargeant Health Care Administration Brooke E. Schlenker Physical Science Maria Teresa Semeco Rojas Adult and Technical Education Brittany Anne Stephens Communication Disorders Leah Dawn Stephens Communication Disorders Aaron B. Stewart Adult and Technical Education Cynthia D. Stonestreet Health Care Administration John Allen Taylor Adult and Technical Education Michelle Dawn Trickett Biological Sciences Carl Dean Trotter Safety Andres Felipe Victoria Orejuela Human Resource Management Brian D. Wallace Adult and Technical Education Cynthia Ann Watkins Adult and Technical Education Holly Jo West Health Care Administration Delilah Jean Woody Health Care Administration Megan E. Workman Health Care Administration Ginger L. Wright Communication Disorders Windy Ann Wyatt Biomedical Sciences Master of Science in Nursing Helena Habib Elizabeth Legg Lewis 
Degrees Granted July, 6, 2007 Master of Arts 
April Simpkins Addair Counseling 
James M. Carr Special Education 
Mia Cathryn Daniels Elementary Education 
Matthew B. Dennison Special Education 
Rachel Ann Goodwin Special Education 
Kerri C. Hall Elementary Education 
Brenton Gregory Martin Leadership Studies 
Bronson K. Martin Secondary Education 
Toya D. Moore Counseling 
Andria Geneva Petry Counseling 
Laura B. Pettry Counseling 
Cynthia M. Pope Counseling William Franklin Rookstool Sociology Samatha H. Sharps Counseling Natalie Ann Shires Counseling Sharron Lee Sigmund Special Education Tracey Ann Thompson Special Education Master of Business Administration Kenneth James Goodwin Joseph Chad Sturgill Ngoc Bich Truong Master of Science Sheng Yu Gui Information Systems Michael A. Jones Health Care Administration Brian Jeffrey Karlet Sport Administration Christina C. Moore Environmental Science Tommy Irvin Neumann Exercise Science Daniel James Roose Exercise Science Charles Derek Springston Environmental Science Stacy E. Thomas Industrial and Employee Relations Joseph Kendall Trimboli Geography Amanda C. Webb Forensic Science Eliott Ross Wilson Human Resource Management Master of Science In Nursing Trena Carol Hodges 
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College of Information Technology 
And Engineering 
Candidates presented by Tony Szwilski, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2008 Bachelor of Science 
Matthew J. Bailey 
Brad Patrick Fitzwater 
Jeremy Scott Gilbert 
Jeffrey Lenix 
Phillip Lee McCabe 
Jeffrey S. Pratt 
Christopher Eugene Taylor 
Carson Colby Williams 
Trevor W. Wilson 
Matthew Thomas Withers 
Degrees granted December 11, 2007 Bachelor of Science 
William J. Albin 
Justin T. Bias 
Danny Edward Campbell 
Degrees granted August 10, 2007 Bachelor of Science 
Thomas Caleb Thurman 
West Virgi,nia University Institute 
Of Technology--Marshall University 
Cooperative Bachelor of Science in 
Civil E ngi,neering Degree 
Degrees conferred by Edward L. Robinson, Chairman 
West Virginia University Institute of Technology Board of Advisors 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2008 West Virginia University Institute of Technology Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering 
Kristen Brumfield 
Simon Fet 
Nathaniel Henson 
Derek Johnson 
Matthew Marosek 
Jesse Mullins 
Christopher Quaranta 
Stacy Wagner 
Degrees Granted December 11, 2007 
Kevin Cocus 
Danny Vaughan 
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School of Journalism 
And Mass Communications Candidates presented by Corley R Dennison III, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2008 Bachelor of Arts Jessica Leigh Brown Kimberly Ann Burcham Amanda Taylor Campbell Rachel Nicole Coffman Andrew Philip Colegrove Kenneth Lee Cox Cassandra Nicole Davis LeAnn Marie Dickens Kyle Jacob Dyer Sarah Elizabeth Easter Jeremy Lewis Edwards Hali Ann Eplin Amy Kalb Goff Courtney Liegh Harrison T1ffney Sue Henson Latasha Nicole Hughes Christina Marie Jarvis Andre Torin Jones Megan Denise Jude Maura Jean Lee Krystal Suzanne Mayville Justin E. Meek David I. Mistich Mary Cathleen Moxley Kristina Nicole Murrill Emily J. Nelson Melissa Eloise Newman Whitney Paige Parsley Kassi Marie Parsons Lacie E. Pierson Rachel E. Sargent Kevin Ryne Simpkins Alexandria Larew Spangler Emily Anne Spurlock Michael Charles Storage Donald Kennedy Sutherland Kyle Brayden Talman Sarah Danielle Taylor Brittany Morgan Twohig James Neal Vetrano 
Degrees Granted December 11, 2007 Bachelor of Arts Brandon Joshua Ambrose Heather Marie Boyles Karen Michelle Conn Ryan D. Epling Matthew Joseph Haught Shintaro Inagaki John Tanner James David Michael Kendall Kandace Leigh-Ann Kirby Sean Michael Knisely Cody Don Miller Lindsey Blair Morse Katharine Hartley Phillips Bryant Keith Somerville 
Degrees Granted August 10, 2007 Bachelor of Arts Adam T. Brown Miranda Lee Cox Emily Elizabeth Diederich Paul Joseph Gessler Lori Ann Kersey Mia Adair McDonald Zack K. Pettit Michael S. Stanley 
L 
Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine 
Doctor of Medicine degrees awarded Friday, May 9. 2008 during Investiture and Commencement 
Exercises at the Joan C. Edwards Performing Arts Center. 
Candidates presented by Charles H. McKown, Jr., Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2008 Doctor of Medicine 
Christopher David Adams Tracy Lee Hendershot William Nathaniel Ramsey Marshall University Palmer College of Chiropractic Cedarville University 
Justin Gregory Adkins James Christopher Kitchen Jill Elizabeth Rushton West Virginia University Shawnee State University University of California, Santa Barbara 
Hassan Barazi Robert Aaron Lambert Marshall University Marshall University Dwight Saulle University of Virginia 
Bryan Edward Burk Beth Megan McCloud Marshall University Marshall University Susan Kathleen Saunders Marshall University 
Amanda Lee Butcher Laura Emily McQuinn Marshall University Marshall University Craig Daniel Seaman West Virginia University 
Andrew D. Chidester Matthew William Morris West Virginia University Marshall University Amirah Lachaune Shareef University of Virginia 
Steven Dean Conley Michael Shane Newberry Marshall University West Virginia University Erica Beth Shaver Institute of Technology Marshall University 
Cynthia Gail Davis University of Texas, San Antonio Robert Martin Ore Erica Lynn Smith United States Naval Academy Marshall University 
John Dylan Davis Concord College Aaron Rockney Parry, II Jason Andrew Snyder Wheeling Jesuit University Kettering University 
Noeet Elitsur University of Cincinnati Amanda Nicole Pauley Lucia Irene Soltis Marshall University Saint Vincent College 
Matthew James Funch Wake Forest University Lawrence Matthew Pittman Andrew Phillip Stack Marshall University Marshall University 
Robert C. Gabordi, II Marshall University Danny Ray Pizzino, Jr. Jason David Tucker Marshall University Glenville State College 
Philip Andrew Galapon Niveditha Vilasagar 
Concord College Amanda Christine Pollard University of Michigan, Wheeling Jesuit University Ann Arbor 
James R. Hayes Marshall University Jason Allen Powell Anne Kathleen Shirey Williams University of Florida University of Richmond 
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Degrees Granted December 11, 2007 Doctor of Medicine John Ligon Coyner, Jr. Washington College 
Graduate College 
Marshall University Doctoral Program 
Degrees Conferred by Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean and Rudy D. Pauley, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 2008 Doctor of Education 
Steven Lee Brown 
Kimberly S. Cowley 
Kerri Colleen Lookabill 
Michael H. Murphy 
Sherri E. Nash 
Betty A. Sias Doctor of Philosophy 
Devashish H. Desai 
Aaron K. Holley 
Dawn Leah Turner Doctor of Psychology 
Agnieszka Apolonia Homich 
Lindsay A. Lounder 
Stacy Michelle Saunders 
Degrees Granted December 11, 2007 Doctor of Education 
Paula L. Flaherty 
Debra Kay Mullins 
James Martin Owston 
Timothy Oxley Doctor of Psychology 
Adrienne Ann Bean 
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Degrees Granted August 10, 2007 Doctor of Education 
Dixie Marie Billheimer 
Ericka Point Zimmerman Doctor of Philosophy 
Jason E. Black 
Degrees Granted July 6, 2007 Doctor of Psychology 
Kimilee Yvonne Wilson 
Doctoral Dissertations 
May 2008 
Steven Lee Brown 
Educational Leadership 
Dr. Dennis Anderson 
A Study of Persistence Factors of Nontraditional Students Enrolled in Noncredit Information Technology Programs in the Advantage Valley Community College Consortium 
Kimberly S. Cowley 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dr. Rudy Pauley West Virginia Students' Perceptions of the Factors Affecting Their Educational Aspirations 
Devashish H. Desai 
Biomedical Sciences 
Dr. Eric Blough Cardioprotective Effect of Acetaminophen in the Aging Fisher Brown Norway Rat 
Agnieszka Apolonia Homich 
Psychology, PsyD 
Dr. Thomas Ellis Examination of Self Efficacy and Internal Locus of Control in Predicting Community Integration Following Moderate to Severe Traumatic Brain Injury Kerri Colleen Lookabill Curriculum and Instruction Dr. Calvin Meyer A Descriptive Study of the Impact of Planning Time on the Utilization of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Process Standards within the Algebra I and Applied Mathematics Subject Fields Lindsay A. Lounder Psychology PsyD Dr. Marc Lindberg Attachment and Adolescent Psychopathology in a Correctional Setting Michael H. Murphy Curriculum and Instruction Dr. Rudy Pauley A Descriptive Analysis of Quality Online Practices as Perceived by West Virginia Higher Education Faculty Sherri E. Nash Curriculum and Instruction Dr. Jane McKee Results of T he Accreditation Process To Guide Postsecondary Certificate,Granting Institution Improvement Stacy Michelle Saunders Psychology, PsyD Dr. Keith Beard Differentiating Young Adult Social Smokers on Psychological Constructs Betty A. Sias Curriculum and Instruction Dr. Linda Spatig Marginalized Students' Perspectives of School Consolidation: A Case Study in Rural West Virginia Aaron K. Holley Doctor of Philosophy Dr. Michael R. Moore Effects of Progestins on Expression of Manganese Superoxide Dismutase and Activating Enhancer Protein,2 in T47D Human Breast Cancer Cells 
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64 Doctoral Dissertations December 2007 Adrienne Ann Bean Psychology, PsyD Dr. Marianna Footo-Linz Variables that Influence the Quantity of In-Home Services for Children Paula L. Flaherty Curriculum and Instruction Dr. Linda Spatig Regional Leaming Opportunities: A Story of Place-Based Leaming Among Adults in West Virginia. Deborah Kay Mullins Educational Leadership Dr. Powell Toth The Relationship Between Leadership Style and Organizational Culture Within Schools of Nursing. James Martin Owston Educational Leadership Dr. Barbara Nicholson Survival of the Fittest? The Rebranding of West Virginia Higher Education. Timothy R. Oxley Educational Leadership Dr. Dennis Anderson The Influence of Organizational and Governance Structures on the Frequency of Management Skill Utilization of Community College Chief Executive Officers in the United States. August 2007 Dixie Marie Billheimer Curriculum and Instruction Dr. Lisa Heaton A Study of West Virginia Principals: Technology Standards, Professional Development, and Effective Instructional Technology Leaders. Jason E. Black Biomedical Sciences Dr. Gary Wright Association of Smooth Muscle Myosin and its Carboxyl lsoforms with Ac tin lsof arms in Aorta Smooth Muscle. Ericka Point Zimmerman Educational Leadership Dr. Michael Cunningham Risk Management Practices of Collegiate Athletic Trainers: An Examination of Policies and Procedures. July 2007 Kimilee Yvonne Wilson Psychology, PsyD Dr. Thomas Ellis The Eff ectivesness of Memory Training Programs in Improving the Subjective Memory Characteristics of Healthy Older Adults with Memory Complaints: A Meta-Analysis 
Masters Theses 
May 2008 Eric Akers Music Dr. Mark Zanter Aldebaran: Alpha Tauri, for Symphony Orchestra Amy Blankenship Geography Dr. James Leonard Small Town Urban Revitalization: The Effect of Pullman Square on Downtown Huntington, West Virginia Andrew Borders, III Sociology Dr. Marty Laubach Balancing Belief: The Resolution of Belief Dilemmas. Eric Diefenbacher Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley 
A Comparison of the Digit Morphology of an Arboreal Salamander with Potential Competitors Rebecca Gain Sociology Dr. Richard Garnett IN MY BACKYARD: A Deep Breath in Chemical Valley Justin Hogan Biological Sciences Dr. Marcia Harrison Ethylene Production as an Indicator of Stress Conditions 
in Hydroponically-grown Strawberries Bobby Gene Jones III Geography Dr. James Leonard The Geography of Open Dumps in Rural Appalachia Jennifer Kennedy Latin Dr. Caroline Perkins Through the-Looking Glass: Amores 2 .1 as a Reflection of Amores Book One Jing Li Biological Sciences Dr. Simon Collier The Function and Mechanism of ChmplA in Tumor Development Kevan Mock Psychology Dr. Chris LeGrow Mental Health and Business Professionals' Employment­Related Perceptions of Individuals with Psychological Disorders Bradley Musser Biological Sciences Dr. Tom Jones Trawling as an Alternative Method for Sampling Large Rivers. David Okoth Journalism Dr. Chris Swindell Media Use of Presidential Opinion Polls: A Comparative Analysis of New York Times and Nation Election Coverage 90 days Prior to the General Elections Aaron Patterson Geography Dr. Joshua Hagen Not Your Father's Border: An Examination of the Border in Northern Ireland and Its Relevance to the Apparent Decrease in the Importance of World Borders Kathryn Pawlik Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley West Virginia Streamside Salamander Guilds with an Emphasis on Pseudotriton ruber ruber. Allison Webb Biological Sciences Dr. Eric Blough Fluprostenol Stimulation on the Aging Rat Aorta Xuehai Zheng Biological Sciences Dr. Guo-Zhang Zhu Role of Stem Cell Protein PIWIL4 in the Tumorigenesis of Human Pancreatic Cancer 
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Masters Theses December 2007 Michael Adkins Sociology Dr. Richard Garnett Suicidal Terrorism: A Dying Strategy Galina Fet Physical Science Dr. James Brumfield Satellite Image Processing for Biodiversity Conservation and Environmental Modeling inKyrgyz Republic National Park. Jessica Fry Psychology Dr. Christopher LeGrow The Influence of College Students' Perception of Parental ( or Primary Caregiver) Expectations on Coping Behavior and Adjustment in Early Adulthood. Won Hoi Hwang Geography Dr. Anita Walz Estimation of the Effects of Vegetation on Local Climate Using GIS and Remote Sensing Data. Sarath Meduru Biological Sciences Dr. Eric Blough Chronic Acetaminophen Treatment Influences Indices of Reactive Oxygen Species Accumulation in the Aging Fisher 344 X Brown Norway Rat Aorta. Sriram Mupparaju Biological Sciences Dr. Eric Blough Shear Stress Induced mTORSignaling in Cultured A7r5 Aortic Smooth Muscle Cell Line. Parthasarathi Roy Physical Science Dr. James Brumfield Atmospheric Smog Modeling, Using EOS Satellite ASTERImage Sensor, with Feature Extraction for Pattern recognition Techniques and Its Correlation with In�situ Ground Sensor Data. 
Masters Theses August 2007 Erica Abbott Ed.S. School Psychology Dr. Fred Krieg Comparative Study of the Working Memory Scales of the WISC-IV and SBS in Referred Students Kristi Atkinson-Stephens Geography Dr. Sarah Brinegar The Effects of Access to Child.care on the Labor Force Participation of Women in the Huntington­Ashland Metropolitan Statistical Area and West Virginia. Travis Bailey Biological Sciences Dr. Charles Somerville Impact of the 25th Street Combined Sewer Overflow on the Ohio River. Amanda Benigni English Dr. Katharine Rodier 
From Man to Meteor Kristopher Clifford English Dr. Shirley Lumpkin Appalachian Literature and the "Red-Headed Stepchild of Publishing:" T he Writings of Victor Depta and the Cultural Work of Independent Presses. Ann Dodd Ed.S. School Psychology Dr. Fred Krieg High Stakes Testing Effects Dropout Rates. Joshua Iddings English Dr. Hyo-Chang Hong A Functional Analysis of English Humanities and Biochemistry Writing with Respect to Teaching University Composition. Anjaiah Katta Biological Sciences Dr. Eric Blough Lean and Obese Zucker Rats Exhibit Different Patterns of p70S6kinase Regulation in the Tibialis Anterior Muscle in Response to High Force Muscle Contraction. Alicia Matheny English Dr. Chris Green The Body of Light. Leisa Muto Latin Dr. Caroline Perkins Body Parts and Their Epic Struggle in Ovid's Amores. Brooke Schlenker Physical Science Dr. Michael Little Environmental Disturbance and the Distribution of Rhinichthys Bowersi in West Virginia. Valerie Spears Journalism Dr. Corley Dennison Ladies on the Label: A Meta­Analysis of Stereotypes in Advertising. Michelle Trickett Biological Sciences Dr. Frank Binder Investigation of Environmental Microorganisms Associated with the Intrinsic Microbial Contamination of an Alcohol­Free Mouthwash. 
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Masters Theses August 2007 
Erica Abbott 
Ed.S. School Psychology 
Dr. Fred Krieg Comparative Study of the Working Memory Scales of the WISC-IV and SB5 in Referred Students 
Kristi Atkinson-Stephens 
Geography 
Dr. Sarah Brinegar The Effects of Access to Childcare on the Labor Force Participation of Women in the Huntington­Ashland Metropolitan Statistical Area and West Virginia. 
Travis Bailey 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Charles Somerville Impact of the 25th Street Combined Sewer Overflow on the Ohio River. 
Amanda Benigni 
English 
Dr. Katharine Rodier From Man to Meteor 
Kristopher Clifford 
English 
Dr. Shirley Lumpkin Appalachian Literature and the "Red-Headed Stepchild of Publishing:" The Writings of Victor Depta and the Cultural Work of Independent Presses. 
Ann Dodd 
Ed.S. School Psychology 
Dr. Fred Krieg High Stakes Testing Effects Dropout Rates. 
Joshua Iddings 
English 
Dr. Hyo-Chang Hong 
A Functional Analysis of English Humanities and Biochemistry Writing with Respect to Teaching University Composition. 
Anjaiah Katta 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Eric Blough Lean and Obese Zucker Rats Exhibit Different Patterns of p70S6kinase Regulation in the Tibialis Anterior Muscle in Response to High Force Muscle Contraction. Alicia Matheny English Dr. Chris Green The Body of Light. Leisa Muto Latin Dr. Caroline Perkins Body Parts and Their Epic Struggle in Ovid's Amores. Brooke Schlenker Physical Science Dr. Michael Little Environmental Disturbance and the Distribution of Rhinichthys Bowersi in West Virginia. Valerie Spears Journalism Dr. Corley Dennison Ladies on the Label: A Meta­Analysis of Stereotypes in Advertising. Michelle Trickett Biological Sciences Dr. Frank Binder Investigation of Environmental Microorganisms Associated with the Intrinsic Microbial Contamination of an Alcohol­Free Mouthwash. 67 
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